N. Murray Edwards

Magellan accused of inflating project size
Wednesday, April 1, 2009
ERIC REGULY
BRISTOL, ENGLAND -- A self-described whistle-blower who says he was wrongfully
dismissed by Magellan Aerospace MAL-T, the aviation company controlled by Murray
Edwards, has accused the company of exaggerating the size of one of its biggest projects.
At a hearing in Bristol, England, Brian Little told Mr. Edwards - the company's chairman and one of Canada's richest men that he thought Magellan management "had misrepresented and misled" the company's auditors about the project. Mr.
Little was head of European operations of Magellan's United Kingdom division until he was fired in 2006.
The accusations were made at a hearing of the Employment Tribunals in Bristol, where Magellan's U.K. division is based.
Mr. Edwards denied any impropriety in testimony delivered by video link from Calgary. "I take some offence to that," he
said, noting repeatedly that he trusted the company's auditors to provide a fair analysis of Magellan's projects.RefA.p25+
Magellan stands by its claim that Mr. Little, who is 52 and from Northern Ireland, was fired for gross misconduct, not
because of whistle-blowing allegations (known as protected disclosures) he made against the company.
During the tribunal hearing on Monday, Magellan lawyer Adrian Lynch said Mr. Little was dismissed because he was
"impossibly rude and disruptive to colleagues."
Mr. Little said he has spent almost £1.5-million ($2.7-million) on legal fees since 2006 and was forced to sell his Northern
Ireland farmhouse, which had been in the family for nearly 400 years, to help finance his wrongful-dismissal case.
He no longer uses a lawyer and represents himself in the hearings, doing his own cross-examinations.
Mr. Edwards is one of Canada's richest men, as vice-chairman of oil sands giant Canadian Natural Resources Ltd. and coowner of the Calgary Flames. But he has suffered considerable losses on Magellan, which has been hit hard by the decline
in global airplane sales.
The heart of Mr. Little's allegations centre on Magellan's role as a supplier to Airbus's newest A340 models. The A340 is a
long-range passenger jet that competes with the Boeing 777. Magellan won the contract to build the A340's engine exhaust
nozzles.
Magellan expected about $40-million in development costs related to the A340 project and, in 2006, according to Mr.
Little, estimated some 275 of the planes would be bought by airline customers (meaning four times as many exhaust
systems would be built, because the A340 has four engines). Mr. Edwards called the contract "a major project."
Mr. Little, however, said he doubted that Airbus would sell that many A340s. At the time, the plane was losing market
share to the Boeing 777, which was favoured by airlines because it has two fewer engines and is cheaper to fly. In his
witness statement, Mr. Little said that, in early 2006, Airbus's own internal estimates for A340 program "were for just 75
sales from that time." He said he made his skepticism known to Mr. Edwards and other Magellan officials. MAC.Q2
Airbus's website says the company has orders for 139 of the new A340s. Magellan's own revised sales estimate for the
plane, if it has one, is not known, nor is the number of "spares" (replacement parts) it expects to build after the initial
production run.
G&M Ref.1. & 2.pages 8-13. follow
In his testimony, Mr. Edwards said Magellan has not taken program writedowns on the A340 project which, along with
other projects, was reviewed in 2007 and 2008 by auditor Ernst & Young. He noted that Magellan gained a "material" price
increase of $10-million to $15-million for the A340 parts program late last year.
"You have to look at the pricing and cost forecasts" as well as the unit sales, Mr. Edwards said. G&M Ref.3.pages.13.14
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Magellan has dismissed Mr. Little's allegations. After meeting with Mr. Little shortly after he was fired, Bill Dimma, the
Magellan director who is chairman of the audit committee, concluded "there was no substance to the purported concerns"
of Mr. Little, Magellan said in its respondents' statement.
G&M Ref.4.pages.14-25 &.Ref.A.pages.25+ follow
Magellan then commissioned PricewaterhouseCoopers to conduct an internal probe. Magellan said the audit concluded the
alleged complaints were "without foundation."
G&M. Ref .4.pages.14-25 & Ref.A.pages.25+ follow
Magellan has had a rough run since 2007.In the latest quarter, to Sept. 30, Magellan reported profit of $2.6-million. In spite
of that, the share price has collapsed. Magellan has shed about 95 per cent of its value on the
Toronto Stock Exchange in the past year, giving it a market capitalization of about $6-million.
Mr. Edwards first invested in Magellan in 1995, when the company was called Fleet Aerospace,
and was CEO until 2002. To prop up the company, Mr. Edwards himself had made $65-million in
loans and $165-million in loan guarantees to Magellan by last year.
The wrongful-dismissal case continues. ” Article concludes

"UPDATE for the parties involved and other interested readers....
The Disclosure process

-

the case of the deliberately missing evidence

My wrongful dismissal case did indeed continue and, incredible though it may seem, still has not finished.
In defending a ‘whistle-blowing’ case, two hallmark strategies are generally pursued - delaying – or even
denying – the disclosure of relevant documents to the ‘whistle-blower’ and denigrating the character of the
‘whistle-blower’. The case between Magellan Aerospace Corporation and me is no different from almost any
other, except in one respect – the overwhelming, excessive and unrelenting use of both strategies by the
company, even to the extent of over-ruling its own legal team in order to pursue them. The man who pays the
piper will have his tune.
Cynical? Vindictive? Foolish? All three.
These strategies have been used in combination, but I shall first address the withholding of documents.
The withholding of documents means the withholding of evidence. In addition to thwarting a proper
examination of the facts, this strategy has 3 main effects. First, it interrupts and even prevents the building of
an argument. Second, it impedes the examination of witnesses. Third, it wastes the time of the court and adds
very considerable costs to the proceedings for all parties – favouring those with the deepest pockets.
My submissions to the court have been constantly handicapped by lack of crucial documents to support
conclusions. My ability to conduct my case – already severely impaired by my being forced by financial
circumstances to plead my own case since January 2008 – has been further compromised by this. My lack of
experience and knowledge of court procedure has been exploited by my opponents in order to prevent me
from re-examining witnesses on documents they first denied the relevance of, and then delayed in producing.
In particular, I shall refer to the PwC Report upon which my opponents have relied, the basis for the findings
for which they fought to conceal – and which can now be proven to lack all credibility – indeed a perfect
example of “forensic deceit”.
The advocacy of my case has therefore been severely hampered by my being forced to put forward
reconstructions of events and documents which we knew must exist but for which the evidence has emerged
only gradually, if at all. Even now some documents have yet to be properly considered, having only been
disclosed in November 2009 by my opponents after the end of the open court proceedings.
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It is now eight months since Eric Reguly came from the Globe and Mail of Canada to Court in Bristol to report
on my case against MAC, above. As it has been so long, I would now like to update you on subsequent
developments to allow you determine the veracity of the statements highlighted (Globe and Mail Refs.
1/2/3/4 & A) and also to eliminate any residual uncertainty that might exist in relation to MAC forecast
production levels and total build expectations, pricing and spares etc. on their A340 project.
To do this properly, I need to explain the document disclosure process, which the Respondents and their legal
representatives have used since March 2007, and how this has inhibited my pursuit of justice. After doing that,
I will then present you with facts and findings in relation to each of the issues (Refs. 1/2/3/4 and A) to allow
you draw some conclusions.
At the outset of a case both parties are required by the court to state the documents they will rely upon to
make their cases, and to disclose them to one another ahead of the first court hearing. This exchange of lists
of documents for disclosure took place, following a procedure known as Tribunal Case Management
Discussion 1 (CMD1) and a consequent Court Order, on 4 April 2007.
Most of the documents deliberately withheld were created by MAC from 16 Feb.2007 to 30 March 2007,
having been produced then in order to support their FY2006 Annual Report, issued on 30 March 2007. These
were excluded from the PwC report and disclosed only gradually, piecemeal, and under duress on 5 May, 10
June, 27 Aug and 10 Nov 2009. These are all documents that were Court-Ordered by the Tribunal since 4 April
2007 – 24-30 months earlier - and created at precisely the time of that March/April 2007 Court Order.
The A340 documents, all relevant to the PwC report and what you will have read in G&M Refs.1and 2, were
created in Magellan on 16 February 2007 (3605/3605A), 25 February 2007 (1831A) , 1 March 2007 (3605B-D
and 3605E-G), 14 March 2007 (3605H), and 29 March 2007 (3597-3598A-C). The first 3 were already available
to the very people within MAC – Mr Dekker (CFO and Corporate Secretary) and Mr Neill (CEO) who had
responsibility for meeting that CMD1 Court Order. However, none were disclosed to the court for another 2
years and not one of these documents, although addressed to PwC and in most cases E&Y, are included in the
C$3m+ PwC report or its Exhibits. Unsurprisingly suppressed, they wholly undermine its findings. Also
unsurprisingly, they fully support my ‘reasonable belief’ - which is at the heart of my case.
And, even now, at the date of writing this account of events, and given Mr Edwards (G&M Ref.3) and Mr
Dekker’s oral evidence on 10 June 2009 to the court on the relevance of pricing and costs forecasts in the
calculations for the A340 Project Estimates to Complete (EAC) , MAC’s provision of relevant documents in this
case in challenging my “reasonable belief” is not complete.
Contrast this performance with the position that Magellan’s solicitors PinsentMasons LLP state in their on-therecord letter of 16 February 2007 (doc.3130) stating
“For the record, my clients have made it clear to me that they intend to fully and properly comply with any
order for the disclosure and exchange of all relevant documents. I have had sight of the documents that are
referred to in the Responses but they are not assembled in such a way that they can simply be run through a
copier and sent to you. I do not believe that it is in accordance with the over-riding objective that my clients
should incur the time and cost of my firm compiling and sending to you documents in advance of the CMD.
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Such piecemeal overall disclosure only serves to increase costs. The documents referred to in my client’s
responses will form part of my client’s overall disclosure in compliance with the anticipated Order.
I totally refute your suggestion that my clients’ conduct of this case is unreasonable.”
From the very outset, Mr Andrew Stafford QC highlighted the importance of documents and their disclosure
to the Tribunal on 6 June 2007 (CMD4) in his Claimant Opening Skeleton at paragraph 15
“If the Tribunal were not to hold the Respondents to the normal disclosure obligations (which is all that is
required by the Shopping Lists), the Claimant will effectively be forced to fight his case almost entirely upon
his own evidence. This will undoubtedly prejudice the ability of the Claimant to fairly and properly argue his
case.”
The net result has been a significant part of the forty plus days of UK court proceedings have been conducted
against a backcloth of defective and withheld information. My knowledge of MAC business procedures meant
that I knew they had to exist. Analysis of MAC’s case by me and my advisers, even if we had applied only an
average level of business knowledge and experience, revealed to us that, logically, there must be
documentation which was being concealed or withheld by MAC or its advisers and consultants since April
2007 and certainly by 22 June 2007.
However, it always proved difficult to persuade the Tribunal, which could not have the same business
experience, that this was the case. Given that we were dealing with an apparently reputable global company,
it was difficult for the Tribunal to believe that what my QC and we were stating could be true.
Our application for Affidavits was dismissed. At that time the withholding of documents necessary to expose
this had lasted only a matter of months and we could not prove through contemporaneous documentation
that they must, and had been, provided to PwC.
The PwC Independent forensic investigation report, commissioned in January 2007 by Mr Dimma, which
should have put facts and figures beyond any doubt instead introduced a new level of concealment and
misinterpretation. Naturally this was all the more damaging because the reputation of PwC, and its cost, gave
the report an overwhelming cachet of authority and credibility. As we now know, the combination of
deliberately with-holding of evidence with an outrageous act of “forensic deceit” has now finally been
exposed two and a half years later. That is a measure of the prejudice I have had to overcome.
I surmise that at least initially the Tribunal could not conceive that such a report could be other than
authoritative and independent of any influence. I leave you to draw your own conclusions on the challenges
and value of these court proceedings as they now relate to the findings of fact in the case.
For the avoidance of doubt my QC, Mr Stafford Q.C., constantly reminded the Tribunal of the realities of the
situation. Following the Tribunal Case Management Discussion (CMD4) in which the Tribunal/Court ORDERED
disclosure of the Final Draft PwC May 2007 report , on which Magellan Aerospace Corporation (MAC) had
relied in its published financial statements, Mr Stafford stated in his Submission at CMD5 in July 2007, in
paragraph 8 …
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“It can be seen, therefore, that the Respondents deliberately decided to exclude from their list of documents
a large number of documents which they knew were relevant to the fair disposal of proceedings. It will be
recalled that, at the last CMD4 {6 June 2007} counsel for the Respondents told the tribunal that neither he nor
his instructing solicitors had seen a copy of the PwC report. That is entirely credible, because no reputable
lawyer would have considered the documents listed in the PWC report and then concluded that they should not
be disclosed to the Claimant. This also needs to be seen in the context of the history of non-co-operation by
the Respondents over discovery which have previously been an unfortunate feature of this case”.
Following that Court-ORDERED disclosure of the Final Draft PwC Report on 22 June 2007 we read the PwC
conclusion in the executive summary in paragraph 2.40 that, “Financial Control within MAC and MALUK in
relation to the areas we have examined is poor and needs to be improved: this is particularly acute given
that MAC is a public company” Examples of poor financial control that we identified during our work included
at Point 4. Poor control over individual projects from an accounting perspective. Project sales volumes,
revenues and costs are not reviewed with sufficient frequency or rigour”, and immediately realised from
that remark and the PwC Report/Exhibits that most of the documents listed in our CMD4 Requests 15 & 16
were available, but not included by PwC. Indeed, PwC had consciously excluded those contemporaneous
A340 document representations by MAC to PwC for the audit of the FY2006 Financial statements. Both
Deloitte LLP and I believed that had to be wrong; as these documents from MAC did and must exist, and were
relevant. Furthermore it was increasingly evident that PwC had wholly inappropriately compromised its
professional role in performing a “independent investigation” and proceeded to produce an alternative
“compilation/justification” of A340 project sales volumes and revenues to mitigate their own PwC report
para2.40 criticism. That would, however, meet the needs of their renowned client, Mr Dimma.
Mr Stafford QC, pursued both of these points, emphasizing that “the Respondents are clearly in deliberate
breach of the tribunal’s orders for disclosure” and at paragraphs 10–14 “Verification of the Respondents
disclosure” (doc 71F-71H), sought to have the Tribunal require Affidavits from the Directors of MAC which
would confirm that ALL the relevant documents which MAC had given to E&Y and PwC had been disclosed.
Faced with MAC’s defiance of Tribunal Orders and instructions, the CMD4 and 5 Tribunal Chairperson stopped
short of applying the ultimate sanction of issuing affidavits to achieve full disclosure, instead reminding MAC
and its representatives of their legal and statutory duties to comply with the Tribunal’s requirements. This
course of action by the Chairman, unwarrantedly concessionary, we would argue, has, not entirely
unexpectedly, only been partially effective.
The UK rules on disclosure are stated in the Ministry of Justice Practice Direction 31, 31A & 31B and are
helpfully summarized in the seminal book on Whistleblowing – Law and Practice at page 235:
10.29 “The principles of standard disclosure under the CPR require a party to disclose those documents on
which he relies, any document which support or adversely affect his or another party’s case, and any document
which a party is required to disclose pursuant to a relevant practice direction.”…
10.30 “The general rule is that a document is relevant which it is reasonable to suppose contains information
which may, not which must, either directly enable the party to advance his own case or to damage the case of
the adversary (including) a document which may fairly lead him to a train of enquiry which may have either of
these two consequences.”
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In December 2008 my QC sought again to obtain proper disclosure. The Tribunal on this occasion were
persuaded by my Request 21 to ORDER MAC to disclose the relevant documents. Even after this disclosure and completion of my evidence in March 2009 - the Court had NOT seen all the relevant MAC documents.
Indeed, as yet, a January 2009 Application to the Tribunal requiring answers from the Respondents and their
legal team about specific document disclosures has still to be heard.
Progressively, after both my Evidence-in-Chief and this Canada G & M April 2009 article, as you will read in Ref
.1 and 2 which follows, many of the central MAC documents were reluctantly disclosed by MAC CFO Mr
Dekker; revealing what MAC Senior Officers had sent to PwC and E&Y in March 2007 in their A340
representations for the MAC FY2006 financial statements. In large part this also revealed what PwC had
consciously chosen to EXCLUDE from its findings of fact and 5 Exhibit documents, in both their May and
August 2007 reports, at a C$3m+ cost to MAC shareholders.
Following these MAC disclosures the evidence and submission about MAC’s conduct of “deliberately
deciding to exclude key documents from their list”, by Mr Stafford QC two years earlier , was equally valid
and now could be proven in describing PwC conduct in relation to documents which were central to their
“cover up”/“justification” of A340 project sales volumes and revenues for Mr Dimma. Factually PwC had
no list of documents index and/or a bibliography of documents received, reviewed and considered by them for
A340. PwC had deliberately failed to include documents provided by MAC and/or me which would undermine
their conclusion e.g. the Airbus production plans for 2007-2009 information or the Emirates 18 A340-600
cancellation. As a whole these led to my A340.Final.Report. supporting the findings of fact and conclusion
PwC.A340.Forensic.Deceit for the Court / Regulators / MAC shareholders et al.
When I use the term “Forensic Deceit” in my A340.Final.Report and A340.Forensic.Deceit reports – as per
paragraphs 9.1 – 9.10 - I mean that the PwC report is NOT TRUSTWORTHY, because the intention of the
authors PwC and the effect of their less than rigorous investigation or audit standards was to mislead the
reader in their “findings of fact” and conclusion.
Theoretically, there are other crucial documents that remain undisclosed by Magellan – for the purpose of
demonising me. These constructs include a so-called “secret dossier” I am supposed to have built up against a
colleague and a purported letter of complaint from a senior Airbus procurement manager (his third letter of
complaint about Magellan since November 2005) I am supposed to have orchestrated against MAC. These
documents cannot be disclosed as they do not exist. I rely upon no theoretical documents in my case.
When I reflect and discuss with others how this subject and case has been handled in and after CMD4 I
become increasingly alarmed at the unquestioning approach to the findings of perceived experts and their
“independence” which exists in the public mind. The perception that the global audit brands are both
trustworthy and infallible, (as the overwhelming evidence in this case undermines; reinforcing the reason for
the rising class suit actions against these audit firms), ought now to be consciously re-considered by everyone
as a matter of public interest. Furthermore those illusions and the hyperbole used to demonstrate their worth
by MAC, through Mr Lynch QC, within the Tribunal court process was at times extremely worrying to us, in
terms of the influence that might have on the silent court judgments reached.
As I stated earlier from the very outset, Mr Andrew Stafford QC highlighted the importance of documents and
their disclosure to the Tribunal on 6 June 2007 (CMD4) in his Claimant Opening Skeleton at paragraph 15
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“If the Tribunal were not to hold the Respondents to the normal disclosure obligations (which is all that is
required by the Shopping Lists), the Claimant will effectively be forced to fight his case almost entirely upon
his own evidence. This will undoubtedly prejudice the ability of the Claimant to fairly and properly argue his
case.”
One outcome at CMD4 was that this included the Order for the disclosure of the Final Draft PwC Report relied
upon by MAC management in their 11 May 2007 financial statements. The other outcome was that every
other one of my specific financial disclosure requests at Requests 5-16, 19 and 27 were considered
“not relevant to the issues and in relation to which the request is merely speculative (Chairman Category 2)”
One example of which was those I mentioned at Shopping List Request 15 & 16. Many of these subsequent
A340 disclosures in December 2008 – November 2009 were identified as relevant and necessary from mid2007. As a result important opportunities were lost in establishing a balanced presentation of the evidence
and actual facts and maintaining a skeptical perspective on the contribution of “perceived” experts, whom,
despite the fees, never appear in the UK court to support “their findings of fact” and derived conclusions.
With the mounting evidence of all of these late document disclosures Mr Stafford QC stated in 2009,
“Having regard to the issues in this case (especially the reasonableness of Mr Little’ beliefs) and to the evidence
which the Respondents advanced in their witness statements and oral evidence, these documents were
manifestly disclosible . The failure to disclose these documents at the outset and subsequently, calls for an
explanation because
(A) it is relevant to the bona fides of the Respondents conduct;
(B) it is relevant to the reliability of their evidence;
(C) it is relevant to whether the Respondents’ conduct of their defence is and has been unreasonable
(D) it is relevant to whether the conduct of the defence by the Respondents lawyers has been unreasonable
Consequently, the explanation to be provided should include an explanation as to
Question 1 Who, on behalf of the Respondents decided not to disclose this document
Question 2 when the respondents decided not to disclose this document;
Question 3 on what basis the Respondents decided not to disclose this document
Question 4 whether the decision not to disclose this document was made with or without legal advice”
As will be evident here, these documents were manifestly disclosible - see also my Website Part K .
As yet MAC have failed to answer the questions in his mid-January 2009 Application to the Tribunal,
although the Tribunal Chairman did respond to Mr Stafford QC in the hearing on 19 January 2009 stating that
“We’re not going to draw any adverse inference until we know why. The documents identified by the Claimant
are also documents that we think should have been disclosed and quite accept that explanation is needed
……… seems like an explanation will be called for in due course and its probably appropriate at Closing
Submissions.“
As regards E&Y the MAC auditors, I followed up with Mr Linsdell of E&Y on 11 Jan. 2007,when he left this 2
minute voicemail message on my mobile phone, and we have confirmation, added to the PwC August 2007
report at para 8.61, that the “The Q4.FY2006 EAC was also used for year – end audit testing purposes”.
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FACTS AND FINDINGS IN RELATION TO THE GLOBE AND MAIL (G&M) REFERENCED ARTICLE

Globe & Mail Ref.1. (A340 Production volumes /Total aircraft build estimate)
“Magellan, expected about C$40-million in development costs related to the A340 project and, in 2006,
according to Mr Little, estimated some 275 of the planes would be bought by airline customers (meaning four
times as many exhaust systems would be built, because the A340 has four engines). Mr Edwards called the
contract a “major project”. …. Airbus’s website says the company has orders for 139 of the new A340’s.

Magellan’s own revised sales estimate for the plane, if it has one, is not known”…
{The MAC documents for the production estimates as represented for FY2006 during the March 2007 audit
were disclosed by Mr Dekker in the UK court on 8 June 2009; two years after MAC and he were required to
disclose them following the 8 March 2007 Court ORDER requiring “the mutual exchange of lists of documents
by 4 April 2007” and in contravention of their solicitors On-the-Record letter in Feb.2007.}
Conclusion:
As President and CEO, Mr Richard Neill, was an avid reader of the market journals and publications. He told
the UK court in his evidence that he had a clear recollection of providing PwC with his file of A340 press
articles in March 2007 - Data from other publications” - retained from Flight International, Aviation Week
and Air Transport World publications and perhaps others. None of which have been disclosed by PwC/MAC.
Although Mr Neill was aware of the Teal group views he could not recall whether he provided the Teal Group
A340 external market forecast presentation information to PwC. All of these naturally gave a sense as to the
A340 market/sales etc. at the relevant times (e.g. November 2005 = 4270), and (e.g. January 2006 = 4272-4)
and (1 August 2006 = 4279 – part of conversation re PD22 with Mr Neill on 8 August 2006) whilst he provided
his general aerospace industry perspective each quarter in his briefings during the Earnings webcast calls – e.g.
P.2 of the Q2.2006 – 15 August 2006 where he briefed the industry stock market equity analysts
“In Boeing's case -- different story. The story for the quarter was the strength of the order book for the Boeing
787 that built through that period but also for the Boeing 777 as well. In fact, Boeing won the bulk of the
orders for twin-aisle airplanes and had, for the first time, some success that they could boast about. We
saw that at the Farnborough Air Show.”
{Airbus Press Release: ZERO A340-500/600 orders}
Despite all this overwhelming evidence of a declining Airbus A340 Order book from mid-2006 and a market
expectation of A340 production series cessation in 2010 MAC/Mr Neill were instead providing estimates for
unprecedented production deliveries in their March 2007 representations to both E&Y and PwC ,including an
INCREASE in the total A340-500/600 production build quantity to 291 A/C.
These were totally inconsistent with internal knowledge, Airbus’s FY2007-FY2009 published production
build plans - in MAC, PwC, E&Y’s possession –and 6 out of 7 of the third party market forecasts publicly
available for the A340.
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Some findings of fact
Those Magellan production estimates representation at 1 March 2007 to Ernst & Young was provided in an
email/attached schedule as per doc 3605B/D. Whilst the same schedule was sent to PwC in an
email/document – doc.3605E/G. As you can see this schedule reveals a total A340 production build forecast
in which MAC / Mr Neill had increased its total build estimate to 291 aircraft to FY 2016 via an unprecedented and unsupportable increase in annual A340 production aircraft deliveries by MAC from
2010 and beyond to Aircelle / Airbus. Whilst the MAC short-term production plan forecast estimates were
unbelievably 30% higher than that included in their customer‘s published plans - Airbus 2007-2009.
Mr Stafford QC cross-examination of Mr Neill on 14 November 2007
Mr Stafford
Mr Neill
Mr Stafford
Mr Neill
Mr Stafford
Mr Neill

Accounts are based on pessimistic?
No – realistic
Where are accounts placed?
Between the two
Where is it now
Lower than 300 - probably between 250 and 300 aircraft (291 a/c – disclosed 3605C/D)

The Program accounting Estimate at Completion (EAC) documents produced by Magellan for Q2.2006-1830A
(C$5.2m gross loss) and Q4.2006 -1831A (uplifted to a $137K gross profit on future USD$150m+ revenues)
revealed the annual pricing & deliveries estimates by MAC to FY2012 and used by E&Y for their Q4.2006 yearend audit testing. {These were reluctantly disclosed by MAC to the Court in May/June 2009}
This Q4.2006 Estimate at Complete (EAC) was simply false and misleading to all other parties, E&Y and PwC.
Now open Airbus – which shows a total of 131 aircraft to be completed by FY2010: then open At A Glance if
you wish to review the various individual slides. In particular please read “Extended At a Glance” summary to
see a summary of the evolving MAC position from 14 Feb 2007 alongside my A340 estimates. The financial
implications of these numbers are then recorded in the next schedule produced from the MAC/PwC data
available, with the assistance of Deloitte LLP. The detail volume/pricing schedules follow.

Globe & Mail Ref.2. “is not known, nor is the number of “spares” (replacement
parts) it expects to build after the initial production run.”
{These MAC March 2007 documents were finally disclosed to me / UK court by Mr Dekker on 8 June 2009 and
after Mr Dekker and Mr Neill completed the Witness Recall by their solicitors on 27 Aug 2009. They ought to
have been properly disclosed by MAC / Mr Dekker and its legal counsel following court ORDERS at CMD1 for
disclosure in April 2007 & again in the ORDER issued by Judge Walters in December 2008}
Mr Mark Bobbi – an experienced aerospace consultant - provided his witness statement and evidence on
production external market forecasts and spares projections since 2006 in the UK court on 8 June 2009.
Airbus A340-500/600 production –“unlikely to exceed 130-135 aircraft build”
{6 of the 7 external market forecasters – consensus 135 aircraft}.
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A340-500/600 Spares – his “maximum estimate is now for a further 112 units”
This was consistent with the Airbus first tier supplier, Aircelle’s – and MAC’s direct customer - reply on 24
June 2009 at 4184 / 4183 when Aircelle Customer Support senior management were asked by Mr Bobbi
about a "40,000 hour or less replacement requirement ...WE BELIEVE THE WHOLE THING IS A HOAX.....” .
That in turn was underpinned by ALL the aerospace/airline industry information/ documentation available.
and Mr Bobbi concludes
“In short, the chances of MAC recovering all the USD 38.25m NRC inventory asset for the A340-500/600 in its
December 2006 Balance Sheet were and are now, in my view, zero. Moreover, auditors and company officials
had to know that, if they were looking at the Airbus order intake, the Airbus production delivery schedules of
less than one aircraft per month and then using more than one “outside” market forecast sources, Forecast
International, their assessment would be very different indeed. In short, my 2009 analysis simply confirmed
my earlier August 2007 comment that “To be blunt, this nacelle supplier is unlikely EVER to see a return on
investment; based on backlog and expected service life of the aircraft.”
Some findings of fact :
You can read that Magellan Spares and Repairs estimates representation at 1 March 2007 to their public
auditors, Ernst & Young (E&Y), as it was provided in an email and attached schedule – open here doc 3605B/D.
Whilst the same schedule was sent to PricewaterhouseCoopers for its “Independent forensic investigation” in
an email/ doc.3605E/G. These schedules show a total A340 Spares and Repairs forecast of 190 exhaust
system units by FY2021, which was consistent with the long-standing expectation at MAC.
When PwC asked Mr Neill (MAC CEO) to replicate a total A340:135 a/c build (similar to that advised by me in
early 2007) Mr Neill instructed the Magellan/Aeronca CFO Mr John Furbay (please now read doc.3597/98 to
PwC) to uplift , on 14 March 2007, the long-standing 190 Spares and Repairs estimates to in excess of a
conservative 800 units.
Mr Neill provided this FALSE Spares view / 886+ to PwC in doc. 3605H on 14 March 2007 - disclosed to me on
27 Aug.2009 – and when PwC asked further about those new Spares volumes he responded, as you can read
in his email dated 29 March 2007, just hours before the MAC Board approved and published its financial
statements for FY2006, “However and independently John Furbay was asked to produce a forecast of spares
required based on the Engineering work completed by Dr Thamburaj which concluded that the useful life of the
exhaust system was approx 35000hrs [To provide a margin of safety John Furbay’s analysis used 40000 hrs as
the useful life]. This analysis showed that the likely spares requirement was in excess of 800 units over the
period 2007 to 2021.”
Mr Lynch QC for MAC perpetuated this line in his cross-examination. For example with Mr Mark Bobbi
Mr Lynch Right. And that information would indeed, because it related to lifespan, that information would
indeed provide the basis on which PwC could rightly conclude that indeed these would involve new
units that would be sold, that's right, isn't it?
As you can also hear I also warned PwC about Spares and full replacements during my Jan.2007 interview.
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Mr Little

Rich, just so we're both on the same wavelength, the evidence you've given is that the table {PwC para
8.75}, you didn't correct, and both of us believe that it's probably wrong. You've said independently in
this email that you've done a calculation that suggests 800 units on a replacement basis on 40 thousand
hours is what is in the EAC and what I'm saying is, if that is true and everything has changed at 40,000
hours, purely for spares, that would meet the 1247, which is your point, but it's only in that situation
that everything is getting replaced at 40 thousand hours without exception. No repairs, nothing,
straightforward replacement. That's what your emails are saying?

Mr Neill : I think we're losing sight of the purpose of this email. At that point in time, PwC were trying to
understand how the numbers stacked up to justify us getting more than 1247 units that had been used
at that time in the EAC. I must admit I didn't go back and check in detail every calculation that followed
that. All I was saying was that if you took Dr Thamburaj's 40 thousand hours it would generate a
significant number which, on top of the production, would easily exceed the 1247 numbers needed to
amortize out the recurring costs. That's what I was trying to say in the opening paragraph.
(of his
email dated 29 March 2007 at document 3597)
Mr Little

No, I'm suggesting to you you're lying, because that says to anybody, a replacement. The calculation of
800 stacks together with that, it only makes sense in that context. It can't mean anything else, and
they then go off and say that's how they've done their calculations, but can't even get the maths right.
(overspeaking)

Judge

Wait, please. You're suggesting he's lied in the email?

Mr Little

Yes, he's deliberately lied and given that impression.

Judge

In the email.

Mr Little

In the email relating to the 800 and he then conditions --

Judge

No….

Mr Lynch Wait.
Judge

In the email, what you're suggesting is that he's lying to PwC.

Mr Little

He's deliberately given the impression of that 40,000 hours replacement.

Judge

I hear what you say but I want to make a note of it. I suggest that you are lying in the email. Not
anywhere else, but in that email. That's what's been suggested to you, I think. That that's a lie.

<BL: had that 14 March 2007 doc 3605H for 800+ units been properly disclosed (finally on 27 Aug 2009) prior
to Mr Neill’s cross-examinations in the UK Court – together with the full content of the PwC Q&A in doc
3597.98 – 22/29 March 2007 (disclosed 10 Nov. 2009) we could have demonstrated in the public evidence,
beyond any doubt, that Mr Neill was setting out to mislead /lying to PwC (& E&Y?) in March 2007.>
Open Hoax file which further underpins this, including Airbus/Aircelle/Magellan Component Maintenance
Manuals for these A340 plug/nozzle exhaust systems which refer to “return to manufacturer for analysis and
repair” – Aircelle.
Given Mr Lynch QC’s instructed position and line-of-questioning in June 2009 at Hoax,.and in light of the
evolving evidence from Mr Neill in July 2009 I told and then wrote to Mr Lynch QC on 30 September 2009
explaining to him the industry facts/ experience with supporting evidence. This was very, very serious.
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Under cross-examination in July 2009 Mr Neill gave this evidence “We made the decision to base it on 40
thousand flying hours, based on the work that Dr Thamburaj did, that said that if ANY units are exposed to
heavy use in a number of hot and high airports and marine environments, corrosive elements in the air , etc
etc, there’s every likelihood that we’ll start seeing heavy repairs from about 35 thousand hours on, and we
chose 40 thousand hours based on that fact, there was no other science behind the 40 thousand hours.”
In fact Mr Neill had set out to prove that with these new Spares numbers (886+) he would now exceed the
1247 units required in the A340 amortization. This August 2009 disclosure (3605H) reveals that ONLY if
replacement spares are included will the resulting forecast exceed the 1247 required in the amortization of
the C$40m+ NRC. The assertion which Mr Neill then repeated to PwC in March 2007, and they reported in
their Reports.
When the March 2007 email document containing Question 5 from PwC to Mr Neill was finally disclosed in
November 2009 it was evident that PwC understood that. “The Engineering report prepared by Dr Raj
Thamburaj makes reference to repairs being required (not necessarily spares)” , which was consistent with
what they stated in their report at paragraphs 8.71-8.72 and then concludes
“Further management asserts that the requirement for spare units will support and exceed the total
number of units projected in the EAC.” …………………….from Mr Neill!!
Separately PwC in their April and August 2007 reports now took it upon themselves to calculate, at PwC
paragraph 8.74/8.75, a Spares/repairs forecast of 1572 units for the same period to FY2021. (with further
production of another 468 units /117 production aircraft to 2015: a reduction from the further 750 production units to
2016 - MAC’s estimate to PwC /E&Y on 1 March 2007-doc3605B-G) . See the detailed comments on my website

and/or specifically for spares in my PwC.report.A340.Forensic deceit at paragraph 9.2/p17 for A340
Volumes/Quantities demonstrating its deceit, numerical/logical incompetence and client-collusive nature.
In addition to my team, three out of four 15 year-old students in my wife’s mathematics class in a local school
identified both the logic and maths mistakes in PwC’s false calculation of 1572 Spares and Repairs demand ,
after reading PwC paragraphs 8.74 and 8.75 in their report. PwC then assumed that 25% of that “1572”
demand could be safely attributed to SPARES in order to meet the 1247 units for NRC recovery.
The remaining paragraphs of my report at paras 9.3-9.10 set out the steps which reinforce “Truth-forget it”.
As a matter of record these MAC March 2007 production and spares forecast estimates documents / Director
representations to E&Y/PwC for FY2010 projected a MAC/Aeronca factory-build of almost 200 units {Pn: 116
+ Sp:81} , with a further similar 200 units {Pn:108 + Sp: 90} (projecting USD $35m+ in annual revenues) to be
built in FY2011. I fully expect the MAC FY2011 A340 budget to be in “single” figures, which is less than 10% of
the “hoax” estimate of 90 provided in this 14 March 2007 projection to PwC and E&Y?.
Factually Magellan Aerospace have delivered 121 units (30.25 aircraft sets from Jan. 2007 to 1 Nov. 2010
(which completes Airbus Toulouse aircraft production at a total build of 131 aircraft) and therefore during
that entire 46 month period ONLY 11 Spare exhaust systems have actually been delivered by MAC. The reader
can also now see by clicking Airbus that all the 110 exhaust system units for the Aircelle/Airbus assembly line
production have been installed and delivered in the final A340-600 - Iberia Airways - aircraft (MSN1122) and
VIP A340-500 State of Kuwait (MSN1102) customers.
As you can hear, I told PwC
Airbus A340 series production in Toulouse is complete.
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By colluding with PwC to deliver a ‘convenient truth’ and by protecting PwC from examination by the court,
MAC has sought to camouflage a “fraud”, the public exposure of which would undermine the reputation and
career of one of the world’s richest and most powerful men and the reputation of a “Corporate Governance”
guru in Canada.

Globe & Mail Ref.3. “You have to look at the pricing and cost forecasts” as well as
the unit sales, Mr Edwards said.
Conclusion : Mr Edwards gave evidence, as the Canada Globe and Mail also reports on 2 April 2009, in the UK
court that “Magellan had gained a “material” price increase of $10-million to $15-million for the A340 parts
program late last year”. If this is true then it represents a very different situation to that based on the pricing
BAFO proposed by Mr Butyniec and approved by Mr Edwards and Mr Dekker on 11/12 August 2006 after the
MAC Board meeting the previous day to settle the pricing dispute. Did they change their position?
Furthermore Mr Edwards approval of that pricing proposal resulted in that letter being sent to Aircelle before
the Q2.2006 MAC results were filed with the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSE). Mr Edwards evidence of the
outcome is also substantially different to that documented by PwC, as the stated pricing assumptions for the
Q2.2006 and Q4.2006 Estimates at Completion. I deal with this evidence in my assessment in some detail in
my website at Part F on CEO/CFO regulatory certification.
Some findings of Fact :
See my website Part D for the various PwC document Exhibits 8.1 – 8.5 and in particular the information
commentary at c) CD2 on the “LOWER PRICING” Best and Final Offer (BAFO) proposals by MAC to Aircelle
(e.g. FY2006 $179623 per unit rather than the $181270 per unit etc. used in the Q2.2006 EAC) and approved
by Mr Edwards in his email on 12 August 2006. Mr Edwards in approving this letter then concludes “Letter
looks fine to me. Let’s hope this puts this issue to bed”
The Aeronca business unit CFO Mr John Furbay had documented a gross loss of $5.2m which Mr Neill / Mr
Dekker had determined by MANAGEMENT OVERRIDE to ignore our accounting records and my Q2.2006
quarterly certificate comments and publicly report to the TSE a A340 program breakeven / $ 0 profit on 14
August 2006. I was completely unaware / uninvolved in those lower prices and terms in the BAFO, despite my
functional role, until I read it on 14 August 2006.
Before the commencement of the MAC Staff meeting teleconference on Tuesday 15 August 2006 I asked Mr
Butyniec why he was now proposing this lower pricing than had been “agreed” at the end of June 2006. He
did not respond;then the formal meeting started. Later in that staff meeting I learnt that I had been too late;
the BAFO proposal had already been formally sent to Aircelle. After my input Mr Butyniec sent an internal
email on 18 Aug to Mr Furbay (Aeronca CFO) in which he sought to reverse Mr Dekker’s and his error. PwC
correctly recorded in the Final Draft report at para 8.61 that “Brian Little stated in the E&Y presentation that
his concerns regarding the treatment of the A340 NRC were raised following Q2.2006.” As you can hear on the
audio tape I stated “And the fundamental issue here, which we have to come to terms with, is that this
product is a product that has not only got a cost/price problem but it’s now also got a programme volume
one!”
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The PwC Final Draft report in May 2007 was then changed in the PwC Final Report in August 2007 to exclude
the pricing and costs assumptions by solely referring to “A340 volume expectations”. To change that text was
wrong. PwC did not report or assess the implications of those 11/14 August 2006 BAFO/commercial proposals,
which were now “acceptable” to Mr Edwards and Mr Dekker – with reduced revenues of $5.2-$8.9m. Had PwC
done so they would have reported that the inclusion of that “acceptable” lower pricing would only increase
further those Q2.2006 EAC $5.2m losses. I have asked Mr Dimma did he authorize it?
Read my PwC.report.A340.Forensic.deceit at paras 9.1/9.10 which again demonstrate PwC’s calculated and
shoddy attempt to deceive. This was also against a documented increase in actual costs incurred and
projected in FY2006 / FY2007 at Magellan - see website part D Exhibit 8.3 and subsequent oral evidence.

Globe & Mail Ref 4.
“Magellan has dismissed Mr Little’s allegations. After meeting with Mr Little
shortly after he was fired, Bill Dimma, the Magellan director who is chairman
of the audit committee, concluded “there was no substance to the purported
concerns” of Mr Little.”
It is significant to me, and others, that despite his apparent dismissal of my views in
2006, William A. Dimma saw fit to personally chair the PwC investigatory process in
2007, described, I remind you, as “independent”.
As you can read Mr Dimma is a renowned international authority on Corporate
Governance and author of Excellence in the Board Room : Best practices in
Corporate Directorship and : TOUGHER BOARDS FOR TOUGHER TIMES : Corporate
Governance in the Post-Enron era.
Mine is an exemplary case study

in Leadership

Words v Actions

Notably, as Mr Dimma ,Chairman of the Audit Committee, states in his most recent book “ Tougher Boards for
Tougher Times : Corporate Governance in the Post-Enron era :” If there is one governance lesson to be learned
from the many corporate calamities of the past few years, (and counting), it can be captured in the title of this
chapter 2 “Individual Competence, Collective Impotence”.
Which brings me back to character, (chapter 4 Director with Character), Directors and Senior Officers
individually and boards collectively must have the conviction and the strength to speak up and say NO more
often than they do.
Later in his Chapter 23 “Personal Take on Ethics” he says “Firstly, merely staying on the right side of the law is
not enough. Although for some, even that is too much to ask. Without it, chaos rules. But the law as a
regulator of ethical behavior is usually too little and invariably too late. The law sets boundaries that separate
those on the right side…………..”
Some observers have described this Story so far as “Stranger than Fiction”, whilst others “Beyond Belief?” .
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As my Leading Counsel, Mr Andrew Stafford QC, stated in his Opening Skeleton argument at the first UK court
hearing in October 2007 “Moreover it is important to appreciate that Magellan’s approach is entirely
consistent with the way in which whistleblowers are treated; first ignored, then demonized, then dismissed
and then publicly rubbished.”
This brings me to the second MAC strategy – the cynical and vindictive attack on my character.
The process of listing documents to be relied upon by both parties began in February 2007. It focused the
minds of both legal teams who verbally agreed the essential issues of the case and, in the interests of keeping
down the costs, the setting aside of the non-essentials. This verbal understanding was confirmed in writing to
the Respondent’s solicitors by my solicitors on 9th March 2007 (doc 3158-3160). To reinforce this position my
solicitors wrote on 28 March 2007 (doc 3171-3172) to determine that ALL the allegations against me were set
out through the Better and Further Particulars (B&Fp) Requests 1-3 following CMD1.
It became clear that the Respondent’s ‘grounds for resistance’ rested on 10 allegations. So my legal team
spent the next 7 months preparing my case for the first hearing in October 2007 and endeavouring to knock
the “corners off their defence”. It is important to also record here that at the Tribunal CMD4 my counsel Mr
Stafford QC asked that the Tribunal press the Respondents to confirm their case (Claimant Skeleton : para 43
– Close of pleadings – 1 June 2007/{69A1-7}) and once again at Tribunal CMD5 ( Claimant Skeleton para 21 –
Close of Pleadings – 2 July 2007/{71K})n their letter dated 13 August 2007 {3236} PinsentMasons again
responded regarded clarification of Responses ”As to our position as to whether (as you have requested us to confirm) there are any other matters that we
wish to add to this paragraph 9, we made our position clear on this in our letter to you of 23 July. (Document
3223). There are not. I reject your entirely unwarranted comment that this will mean our client is to “conduct
a defence by ambush”. I reiterate, the grounds and reasons why our clients dismissed your client are crystal
clear. The evidence as to why our clients reached the view that your client should be dismissed is a matter for
witness statements, although we have stated in the response the principal incidents that my clients took into
account. (Note their 23 July letter stated – “We have asked our client to confirm again that it will be standing
by all of the assertions at paragraph 9 of the response and to confirm whether there are any other specific
points that it wishes to seek to add to the response. I will revert to you again on this point shortly, but for
current purposes please proceed on the basis that the response will remain as drafted (save for paragraph 9.3
as explained above.”). The result was that no additional allegations were made to the ET3 defences by Mr
Lynch QC.
When the witness statements were finally exchanged, just eight working days before the first UK hearing in
October 2007, a “swarm” of "misconduct" allegations – now totaling 56+ - were put forward by Magellan
Aerospace. My Counsel described this to us as Magellan choosing to conduct its defence via the “thick” case –
a classic diversion from whistleblowing to “character assassination”. Given the history of our efforts before
the hearing with the Tribunal this was completely without warning to me or my legal team. This has led to
much more cost and time in written and oral evidence in rebuttal – including from some of those witnesses
actually involved in the “misconduct allegations” (such as Keith Baigent – MALUK Finance , Jim Fairbairn –
Airbus UK , Stuart Wilkins – MALUK Supplier MD , Raymond Semple – MALUK Supplier MD) etc, and of course
myself.
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Instead of honouring their solicitors’ verbal agreement in March 2007 to argue only the essential issues of the
case, the Respondents sought instead to fight on even the most specious issue they could allege against me,
even though not one of them was recorded in my personnel dossier and/or discussed with me.
Having seen the shape of the case I would make against them, they had taken instructions to attack my
character and spent their several months collecting statements from former colleagues that could, in any way,
be construed as detrimental to me personally.
On the first day of the trial proceedings, the Employment Judge Walters was apparently unaware of the verbal
agreement made between the legal teams in early March 2007 after CMD1 for ‘knocking the corners off your
defence’ – he was not involved in the preparatory stages of the case – and eventually ruled these 46
allegations, even though almost all were unsupported by documentary evidence, as admissible. Suddenly the
case took on titanic proportions as each allegation would now have to be refuted separately.
It had taken 7 months to prepare my case and the evidence against 10 allegations. At the end of the first
hearing in November 2007 I was invited by the Judge to write a Supplementary Witness Statement. By this
time I could no longer afford to retain my legal team for such labour-intensive work. When this ran to over
200 pages the Judge ruled it as inadmissible and ordered it be reduced to 30 pages. This substantively reduced
my written witness and rebuttal evidence. A circumstance that had been created by the Respondents, whose
behavior was not restricted, became a burden upon me – whose behaviour was.
While my opponents must have thought the PwC report would put them beyond reach of my ‘whistle-blowing’
claims, they decided nevertheless to make sure and bury me in a sea of distracting, time-consuming, spurious
complaints.
All this against a man with an exemplary history of business achievement over thirty years, and not one word
of complaint on his personnel record and/ or from any boss, in his whole career.
Cynical ?

Vindictive ?

Foolish!!

Brian Little - my business career and what some prior employers have said about me :
Born in 1957 into a farming/business household, Brian Little is the eldest of 3 sons. I went to school at
Coleraine Academical Institution as a boarder. From an early age, encouraged by my father, I took an interest
in business. This was reflected when I graduated with a 1st Class Honours degree in Business Studies in 1979,
specialising in Accounting and Finance. I received the top in my year award.
1. On graduating, I immediately joined Short Bros PLC/Bombardier Belfast. Within a decade I became the
youngest ever Vice President and Director of what remains today as one of the biggest and most successful
companies in Northern Ireland, helping transform it to World Class Manufacturing status after privatisation.
Short Brothers PLC / Bombardier Belfast ; 1979 - 1995 - Reference Sir Roy W.R. McNulty and other
contemporaneous materials.
2. Preferring a ‘company doctor’ role and to reside in Northern Ireland, I moved in 1995 to Harland & Wolff
PLC as deputy CEO and led its Operational transformation and move into profitability after many years.
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Harland and Wolff PLC - 1995 - 1997 - References Mr Per Neilsen, Chief Executive and Mr Bill Gallagher General Manager and the H&W 1996 Annual Report extracts.

3. I developed a system of cross-referencing data to verify the key information in a business, building on the
work and experience of my father. Using this methodology in my working life enabled me to keep an accurate
picture of what goes on in even the most complex business so in 1997 I decided to go into business
consultancy – which included with Ernst & Young - and also undertook several non-executive roles
30th April 1997
Mr Robert Beckett - Valpar
February 2006
Mr Raymond Semple - Moyola Precision Engineering
4. Before long I became involved in the rescue of another manufacturing company in the aircraft industry,
Mayflower Ltd – becoming Managing Director in July 2002 after the specific request of Airbus. This led to
facilitating its purchase by Magellan Aerospace Corporation – and to a story that lies behind this case.
MAC Promotion, and my Current Curriculum Vitae (CV) & System of Identified Motivated Abilities (SIMA).
Selection of 12 Quotes from letters, emails, cards (157) to Brian Little on exit from MAC/MALUK in September
/ October 2006 - DIR3 attached for MAC Directors
Part J : Whistleblowers normally stand alone. You may also read the witness statements of those called by me.
With a career-long unblemished personnel record (Magellan doc.533-584) I believe that the reason for my
summary dismissal by my superior/CEO Mr Richard Neill on my arrival at Toronto Airport on 18 September
2006, in his conscious contravention of HR advice/corporate and statutory procedure, was primarily as a
consequence of my series of recent Protected Disclosures in 2006. These came to a head on 17 September
2006 when I formally requested MAC to commence an internal investigation into whistleblowing concerns I
had raised, and was continuing to make, about the operations of MALUK and MAC. I sent an email on 17
September 2006 (doc.2340) to my superior Rich Neill (the President and CEO of MAC), in which I stated that, if
my concerns were not resolved through corporate processes by 19 September 2006, I would escalate them
to Murray Edwards (the Chairman of MAC), and in the final event to William A. Dimma (an independent
director of MAC and the Chairman of MAC’s Audit Committee) for an investigation to take place, either
under the whistleblower or ethics policies or anyway by the Audit Committee. I believe that the concerns
which I was making at that time, and which I had previously made, amounted to whistleblowing and were
“protected disclosures” under UK law. This, of course, was of great concern to me and I expected that my visit
from the UK to MAC’s HQ in Toronto on 18 September 2006, to lead a week-long strategy planning meeting
with the senior executives of MAC, would provide the time and opportunity to properly deal with these
matters, including the creation of an action plan to address these crucially important issues.
The very next day, on Monday 18 September 2006, I was dismissed upon my arrival into Toronto Airport by Mr
Neill, accompanied by Ms Jo-Ann Ball (MAC’s Vice President for HR) right after my long flight from the UK.
That instant dismissal decision was taken by Mr Neill having read the documentation they had been sent by
me, together with the specific advice from the UK about what actions they must take immediately.
As Judge Walters remarked in the UK case in January 2008 “It was clearly a conscious decision not to follow
statutory procedure. It says quite a bit about the allegation of breach of statutory procedure.”
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Rather than return home, as Ms Ball wished, I flew that evening to Calgary, Alberta and Mr Edwards
hometown with the purpose of following up what I stated I would do and meet with him during the next few
days. On Tuesday 19 September 2006, after he met with three people from the University of Saskatchewan
for about an hour, Mr Edwards met with me. On three occasions Mr Edwards referred the various financial
and governance matters I was directly raising with him to Mr Dimma. Put simply, he did not want to know.
Eventually I was also able to meet with Mr Dimma in Toronto on 24 September 2006 for 80 minutes to discuss
my “whistleblowing” concerns and provide him with a covering letter and 18 document dossiers.
Mr Dimma consistently asked me about my meeting with Mr Edwards and his views throughout my 80 minute
meeting. I offered on multiple occasions to return and explain further my evidence and documents, but Mr
Dimma and apparently the MAC Audit Committee chose not to take up that offer.
Subsequently Mr Dimma told the public court in his evidence, that following his own “internal investigation”
and report in late 2006 -- which found “the matters you were raising were historic” and that there was
“no substance to the purported concerns” --- he instructed PwC to carry out an “independent forensic
investigation”, after I had met E&Y partners twice in December 2006, as in his view "auditors are extremely
risk averse". Whilst PwC were also instructed by Mr Dimma not to investigate that whistleblowing
process.The Canada IFA Standard Practices at 600.04 states that the “IFA practitioners should present their
findings and conclusions in an objective and unbiased manner” and at 600.06 “IFA practitioners should
consider all relevant information that could impact their findings and conclusions.”
The PwC conclusion at paragraph 2.40 that “Financial Control within MAC and MALUK in relation to the areas
we have examined is poor and needs to be improved: this is particularly acute given that MAC is a public
company” only became public following the UK Court Order in June 2007 for the disclosure of the PwC report
(final draft) on which MAC had relied in their May 2007 public statement below
“In addition, administrative and general expenses also
contain legal and accounting fees of approximately $3.5m
incurred by the Corporation in relation to a wrongful
dismissal claim by a former employee and as a result a
detailed investigation of concerns raised by a former
employee regarding certain accounting issues. The concerns
were thoroughly investigated by PricewaterhouseCoopers
(“PWC”) who, under the direction of the Corporation’s audit
committee, prepared a report for the audit committee on
their findings. The Corporation’s legal counsel has advised
the Board of Directors that PWC met with the audit
committee and the Corporation’s external auditors, and
based on the report prepared by PWC, PWC has advised the
audit committee that they had not found anything that
would undermine the integrity or accuracy of the
Corporation’s financial statements.”
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Canada CA.s new standard
IFI practices Nov.2006

PwC 2008 report No.1 class
action ( 52%) is for wrong
estimates (p10). Full report

Canada CA IFI Practice Aid
1 Engagement LettersAdded 2010

Canada CA IFI Practice Aid 2
File completion checklist –
Added 2010

It is significant that this PwC para 2.40 “Financial Control within MAC and MALUK in relation to the areas we
have examined is poor and needs to be improved: this is particularly acute given that MAC is a public
company” critical comment is totally OMITTED from PwC’s Final Report in August 2007.
Which cost, I remind you again, in excess of C$3m+ over 7 months, supporting my strong belief that this PwC
report was in effect an attempt to “whitewash” my concerns and vindicate the position already taken by Mr
Dimma and Magellan Aerospace Corporation.
Then on 4 June 2008 in Mr Dimma's oral evidence to the UK court, when I cross examined him about our
request to comment on the factual accuracy of that final draft PwC report,
Mr Little

Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma

Mr Little

Was I asked to make amendments about factual accuracy? Vol 8/3002 Sent by independent
lawyers working for the Audit Committee. I asked to make comments as I had been advised to do so
by Deloitte. I asked if I could be invited to comment on the factual accuracy–it was denied
You met with PwC during the investigation
These are specific questions I asked if I could make comments. This opportunity was denied.
In the view of the Audit Committee, PwC is a reputable audit firm, a first class UK forensic
accountancy team, capable of getting all the facts for a sound report. They did so. There was no
need for other parties comments.
Why allow the Magellan management to comment on that PwC report and not me? It now takes
longer for me to bring up factual issues!! - Mr Dimma’s A340 evidence follows : part D.8.3 on website

Mr Edwards was cross-examined on the same matter

(who is a lawyer by training)

Mr Little
Why were my points, especially on the A340, not included in the PwC report?
Mr Edwards A large amount of money was spent on the external auditors E&Y and the third party PwC. They
were of high repute. They reported to the Board and the Audit Committee, it was acceptable
to rely on them.
Judge
“How much money was spent on the PwC Report?”
Mr Edwards “Too much!! The shareholders struggle with the fact that the amount spent on that report
could have been used for creating jobs etc….it cost in excess of C$3m. It is a substantial amount,
but it was at the instruction of the Audit Committee, which is made up of fully engaged
independent directors. It was a standard and detailed report. (E.mail 13 Oct.2009)
Whilst this PwC engagement was led by Mr John F. Tracey from PwC UK (PwC- Forensic partner who leads
PwC’s fraud, corruption and ethical risks practice and chairs PwC “fraud academy” ), I have seen NO
documented standards for their “Independent forensic investigations”. There were, however, Standards
published by the Chartered Accountants of Canada: Investigative and Forensic Accounting shortly before PwC
began this 7 month engagement in January 2007. The Standard Practices for Investigative and Forensic
Accounting Engagements were published in November 2006 stating “The primary purpose of these Standard
Practices is to protect the public by ensuring consistency with a minimum standard of practice to be met by
all Chartered Accountants in the performance of IFA engagements.”
This complete document (24 pages) can be read here. For the purposes of this “A Story” I extract certain
relevant paragraphs below:
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100.04: IFA standard practices are needed to protect the public interest by ensuring consistency to a
minimum standard of practice.
100.11: An “investigative mindset” requires a skeptical attitude in the identification, pursuit, analysis and
evaluation of information relevant to each engagement, contemplating that it may be biased, false
and/or incomplete. This is applicable in identifying and assessing relevant issues, assessing the
plausibility of the underlying assumptions, assessing substance over form and developing hypotheses
for the purposes of addressing the issues under investigation.
200.04: IFA practitioners should have reasonable assurance that the IFA engagement team collectively has
the necessary expertise, competencies, resources and time to perform the engagement.
400.01: IFA practitioners should use an investigative mindset in the identification, pursuit, analysis and
evaluation of information relevant to each IFA engagement, contemplating that it may be biased,
false, unreliable and/or incomplete.
400.02: Throughout an IFA engagement, IFA practitioners should use an investigative mindset to assess the
timing, nature and extent of the approach (es) , procedures and techniques to be used.
400.03: The type of information obtained may relate to the facts pertaining to the underlying issues of the
IFA engagement as well as factors relating to motivation, intent and bias.
400.04: IFA practitioners should consider the relevance of all information that arises during the course of an
IFA engagement.
400.05: IFA practitioners should identify, analyze, assess, and compare all relevant information, assess
substance over form, and develop and test, as needed, hypotheses for the purpose of evaluating the
issues in the engagement.
400.08: Where practical, IFA practitioners should maintain copies of all documents and other materials
relevant to their findings and conclusions.
400.09: IFA practitioners should maintain an appropriate record of all relevant information received orally.
400.10: IFA practitioners should evaluate the reasonableness and consistency of all estimates and
assumptions having regard to the IFA practitioners’ competence, expertise and other available
relevant information
400.11: Where IFA practitioners receive estimates and assumptions that are outside of their competence and
expertise, and IFA practitioners intend to rely on such estimates and assumptions, they should
consider the reasonableness of those estimates and assumptions.
400.12: IFA practitioners should review all information received during an IFA engagement, and consider its
relevance, reliability, reasonableness, completeness and consistency with other known engagement
information
400.13: IFA practitioners should consider and address reasonable alternative theories, approaches and
methodologies that may be relevant to their work.
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500.01: IFA practitioners’ working papers should contain or have a reference to all information used and
relied upon in carrying out an IFA engagement, including the following documents or summaries
thereof which would usually be retained on file:
(a) research etc etc (page 12)
600.03:Prior to the issuance of the report, IFA practitioners should be satisfied that there is sufficient support
for the content of the report, including any findings and conclusions reached.
600.04:IFA practitioners should present their findings and conclusions in an objective and unbiased manner.
600.05:IFA practitioners should confine their findings and conclusions to subject matter, principles and
methodologies within their competence, including their knowledge, skill, experience, training and
education.
600.06:IFA practitioners should consider all relevant information that could impact their findings and
conclusions.

Against these CICA.IFA Standard Practices I would like the reader now to consider the
following summary
ONLY FIVE (5) A340 Document Exhibits (Exh. 8.1 – 8.5) were INCLUDED in the PricewaterhouseCoopers
(PwC) C$3m+ reports after their seven month investigation –see Part D in our website as it warrants a
comprehensive consideration by readers in underpinning my conclusion of PwC.A340.Forensic.deceit.
Whilst PwC fully recognised the Bill 198 laws introducing the quarterly and annual CEO/CFO certification of
the Corporation financial statements , Management Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) and Annual Information
Form (AIF) - and despite this being the single largest project MAC asset at >CS40m - I ask you now to note the
MD&A and Magellan Aerospace Corporation Annual Report for FY2006 at page 14 which states … “The
Corporation relies on customers’ delivery projections as well as external market forecasts to determine the
number of units over which to amortise non-recurring costs. Should deliveries not reach the number projected,
any unamortized balance that remains would then need to be charged to costs of revenues which could have a
material adverse impact on the Corporation.”
Those PwC reports also EXCLUDED the key MAC representation documents disclosed by Magellan after the
Canada Globe & Mail press article on 1 April 2009 and listed earlier at G&M 1 and 2 and at my website Part C.
I also then set out in Part D what PwC DID NOT action/ignored, and certainly did not include, a number of
relevant emails from CD2/my PC, key documents and crucial suggestions made by me. For example I told
PwC that they should obtain two/three external market forecasts (7 available) including that of the Teal
Group – “DEAD PLANE FLYING”. I was to learn in late 2008 that these Teal forecasts were already with Mr
Hoon Lee in PwC’s London Office: the centre of the Number 1 Global auditor – PwC – A&D practice.
“Boeing Roars Ahead” which included the remarks “THE A340 IS GOING THE WAY OF THE DINOSAUR” from
Ed Greenslet of Airline Monitor, one of the other external market forecasters. I remember discussing and
leaving that Business Week magazine (4296/A) with Mr Neill – it would probably have been in his nondisclosed Publications file given to PwC. This file cannot be provided or disclosed now by either PwC or MAC.
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PwC failed to interview key witnesses such as Dr Raj Thamburaj (Eng/R&D – Part D Exh. 8.5/Part E –Spares
and Repairs) and Mr Butyniec–the newly-promoted MAC President : who “knew of a Airbus A340 aircraft
production rate of ten per year” as documented in the PwC-excluded Airbus prodn.plans for 2007-2009.
At NO time did the primary authors of the PwC A340 report, with inadequate relevant aerospace experienceMs Stephanie Leblanc and Mr Stephen Moore-ever meet with me in the seven months of that PwC
investigation from Jan.2007 to Aug.2007. The PwC lead partner Mr Tracey met me once in January.
Furthermore, neither PwC’s Partner Mr Tracey or any PwC staff, nor Mr Linsdell or any Ernst & Young staffs
were presented by MAC/Mr Lynch QC as witnesses to give evidence and face any cross–examination by me.
Let us also not forget, none of the readers of the report in draft, whether from PwC, E&Y or Magellan saw fit
to correct any of these “errors”. For example, in addition to my team, three out of four 15 year-old students in
my wife’s mathematics class in a local school identified both the logic and maths mistakes in PwC’s false
calculation of 1572 Spares and Repairs demand , after reading PwC paragraphs 8.74 and 8.75 in their report.
Equally, in constructing its report, PwC was acting at least seven months after my Protected Disclosures in
2006. While there was multiple additional evidence to reinforce my Protected Disclosures already in mid 2006,
PwC had access to a further six to twelve months’ data / documents on what was a well-publicised and
substantively predictable outcome on A340 in the industry. For example, the “A340 cancellations” in the
Airbus A340 website Order Book were easily accessible in publicly available data. Even without consulting data
in the public arena, PwC had access to information on those twenty seven -27- A340-600 order cancellations
since they emanated from three airlines for which PwC were the public auditors.
I even told them about the Emirates cancellation of 18 A340 600 in October 2006, which they left
unadjusted in their Airbus Order Book analysis - the Teal report in the PwC London office stated it and Air
Canada too - as well as providing a copy to PwC and E&Y (DIR44) of the UK Times article from 28 Oct. 2006 “END LOOMS FOR AIRBUS A340 AS EMIRATES CANCELS $4BN ORDERS”. Which reinforced my conversation
about the 1 August 2006 Flight International article on that subject when Mr Neill and I spoke in his office on 8
August 2006.
In completing the report, PwC seemed totally oblivious to the contradiction between its criticism of the overall
standard of MAC’s project accounting procedures in PwC para 2.40 and PwC’s own standards, conduct,
processes, findings of fact and conclusions in respect of the A340 project when they stated
“Financial Control within MAC and MALUK in relation to the areas we have examined is poor and
needs to be improved: this is particularly acute given that MAC is a public company.
Examples of poor financial control that we identified during our work included at Point 4. Poor control over
individual projects from an accounting perspective. Project sales volumes, revenues and costs are not
reviewed with sufficient frequency or rigour.”

Is it credible that the forensic accountants at PwC did not disclose crucial documents
and search for any “inconvenient truth”, never mind properly considering any of the
glaring inconsistencies in front of them in multiple documents, information and
evidence?
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According to “A Guide to Forensic Accounting Investigation” (Golden & others, Wiley 2005) the bedrock of an
effective audit is
1. professional scepticism,
2. knowledge and experience and
3 independence and objectivity.
One of our real concerns, from the very outset of the PwC “independent forensic investigation” (585), the
terms of which were set by Mr Dimma, was that it would NOT follow the key recognised standards for a
forensic investigation. These were, inter alia, outlined in a Network of independent Forensic Accountants
(NIFA) editorial article, published during the time of the investigation on 14 March 2007:
“A healthy dose of common sense and scepticism. Does what you are being told tally with other evidence
that you have been presented with? One of the key mistakes that had befallen many a forensic accountant
is paying lip service to a client’s claim – only for it to slowly disintegrate before their eyes, due to not
carrying out some commonsense reasonableness checks. “
At this juncture I would like to return to the Canada CICA.IFA. Standard Practices section on Reporting
600.03: Prior to the issuance of the report, IFA practitioners should be satisfied that there is sufficient
support for the content of the report, including any findings and conclusions reached.
600.04: IFA practitioners should present their findings and conclusions in an objective and unbiased manner.
600.05: IFA practitioners should confine their findings and conclusions to subject matter, principles and
methodologies within their competence, including their knowledge, skill, experience, training and
education.
600.06: IFA practitioners should consider all relevant information that could impact their findings and
conclusions.
I have set out in my A340 Final Report my findings of fact and conclusions and then more specifically the basis
of my conclusion of PwC.A340.Forensic Deceit – in particular readers can you please consider
Accountancy / Auditors – perceptions of “forensic accountants”
8A
Logic/Numeracy / finance skills – basis logic and maths – see paragraphs 9.1 and 9.2
8B
Reliance on them – comprehensive/thorough = TRUTH underpinned by independence / Objectivity –
see paragraphs 9.3, 9.4 and 9.5
8C
Access to information – global knowledge management / other audit clients and public information
underpinned by technology in access to documents and records – see paragraphs 9.6, 9.7 and 9.8
8D Professional skepticism , checking and validity:audit testing and deep technical skills – paras 9.9 & 9.10
Some of the PwC steps in their act of A340 “Forensic deceit” - see my email to Chairman&Snr partners– Nov.2009
9.1 A340 500/600 Pricing
- numeracy and logic
9.2 A340 500/600 Volumes/ Quantities - numeracy and logic
9.3 A340 Customer delivery projections from Airbus – totally excluded in PwC analysis / assessment
9.4 A340 External Market forecasts from third parties – PwC not comprehensive / thorough
9.5
Independence/Objectivity – professionally compromised
9.6
A340 500/600 External market forecasts - failure to access global information
9.7
A340 500/600 Data from other Publications – including the file provided by MAC CEO, Mr Neill
9.8
Airbus Aircraft A340-500/600 “Website” Order Book - wrong analysis / assessment
9.9
Airbus A340-500/600 Unit Delivery projections - failure to check and audit testing validity
9.10 A340-500/600 pricing projections – failure to check and audit testing validity
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When I reflect with others on how this subject and case has been handled I become increasingly alarmed at
the unquestioning approach to the findings of perceived experts and their “independence”.
Magellan and their legal team have wholly relied on that PwC report in relation to challenging my “reasonable
belief” - (seminal: Court of Appeal case: Babula v Waltham Forest College February 2007) - during the first
hearing in the UK court/tribunal on 16/19 November 2007, the Respondents (Magellan) position was now on
the public record as

“It is right to say that, prior to the receipt of the PWC report, the Respondents envisaged that the issue of
reasonable belief might not be a live issue. PWC concluded that the view adopted by the Respondents as to
the treatment of those costs and likely sales of the A340 formed no basis for criticism.”

The perception that the global audit brands are both trustworthy and infallible, ((as the overwhelming
evidence in this case undermines; reinforcing the reason for the rising class suit actions against these global
audit firms),ought now to be consciously re-considered by everyone as a matter of public interest
Although a number of these crucial documents were disclosed as per pages 7-13 after my Evidence-in-Chief
was completed the Tribunal determined on 22 October 2009, that whilst I was prepared to do so, they did not
need me to give any further evidence under oath on these new documents as they had now seen and heard
sufficient evidence to form a view on my reasonable belief on A340--Protected Disclosures 22,23&24.
We live in a world dominated by process. If you follow the process, by definition you must be right and, more
importantly, you cannot be criticised. Process means the death of empiricism. Process is underpinned by the
so-called management/executive summary and easy synopsis, which draw their strength from the internet
and the e-mail. Under pressure of time, if you can find an accredited summary to fulfil the algorithm of the
process to which you are in thrall, then of course you will use it. You will not question it - reputation is enough.
You will not take an empirical look at the underlying data. You don't need to; you are bomb-proof.
Process also depersonalises human contact and communication. The actor must behave according to
process, codes of conduct, regulatory impositions and the like: the recipient or counterparty only receives
the service standards designed for him or her. Neither party can move from these preset conditions, the one
because the process does not allow, the other does not try because of conditioning to low expectations. There
is no relationship. Behaviour is not only circumscribed but predetermined. No account is taken of context or
situation.
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BOARD - including Messrs. Edwards
and Dimma who sign the annual
Magellan financial statements –
Assets, Liabilities and Shareholder
equity abrogate totally their duties
and responsibilities by always pointing
out their reliance on these “experts”.

Bill 198 – are you ready?
PwC – March 2005

CICA Understanding
disclosure controls 2005

Canada Chartered
Accountants (CICA) 2004

Auditors and the lawyers, on the
other hand, stress that personal
accountability is one of a Board
Director’s primary duties,
responsibilities and liabilities – see
IOD Directors Handbook edited by
Magellan’s UK lawyers,
PinsentMasons LLP and MAC AGM
Q&A Brian.Little.Question.2.May
2009 stated below which also involved
a response from the representative
from Ernst &Young (E&Y) Canada.

N. Murray Edwards
Forbes Billionaire:721

William A Dimma

As my QC, Mr Stafford QC, stated on 19 January 2009 the true position is not (as the Respondents have been
arguing) “We rely on the accountants whose audit lends weight to our position”. Rather this late disclosure
reveals the true position as “the accountants rely on us.”
Readers may wish to read further relevant oral evidence in the UK court from Mr Edwards in Section G
entitled “The Corporate Framework” in Magellan on this website. Mr Edwards is a lawyer by training.
I also wrote to each MAC Director 7 November 2006 : 4 December 2006 : 27 November 2009.

Globe & Mail Ref.A. “Mr Edwards denied any impropriety in testimony delivered by video link
from Calgary. “I take some offence to that,” he said, noting repeatedly that he trusted the company’s
auditors to provide a fair analysis of Magellan’s projects.”
Copy of transcript from Questions and Answers at Magellan Aerospace Corporation AGM - May 2009 (p1 - 10)
(Mr Edwards was reported by the Vice Chairman to be unavoidably detained in Calgary and the Vice Chairman Mr
Neill then chaired this meeting. On this occasion (we believe probably as I was present) the customary public
broadcast by CNW was terminated after the formal AGM resolutions and before the Q&A section.)
Fortunately a private copy of the Q&A was taped and was therefore available to create the transcript at p1-p10
above)as per tape recording of that AGM Q&A (A340 – final question)
Supplementary Q2 (Brian Little to Ernst & Young) MAC AGM May 2009 Materiality – quantitative perspective
Brian Little

So my supplementary question, and I hope it doesn’t fall into Mr Davis’ category/description from
earlier given 25

We know that a number of factors may be considered .... when determining materiality in a
company’s accounts .... Focusing solely on the financial factor .... and given that you have already
identified in excess of $7m in accounting errors and mis-statements .... as reported in 2007 .... as
material .... does this mean that you consider the figure of approx $7m .... as being the sort of
leeway .... you would normally apply .... within the Magellan Group?
Mr Langthorne (E&Y) I don’t have a context for the numbers you have just said?
Mr Little

In 2007 the Annual Report said that MAC had to re-state earlier results and the cumulative change
was some $7m
Mr Neill
Maybe Mr Dekker you could answer that.
Mr Dekker
Let Mr Little say a little bit more
Mr Little
Basically when the 2007 accounts were reported there was in fact a cumulative effect of $7m loss
and it was stated to be a material mis-statement at that time. And you therefore re-stated the
2006 accounts – OK? So my question to the auditors then – does that mean that around a $7m
would be the sort of number you would regard as being materially relevant for MAC.
Mr Langthorne (E&Y) A decision to re-state the Accounts, if that is what you are asking is a decision for
management. So if management decide that they want to re-state and we believe that is proper to
do that then we concur with management. But that decision is up to management.
Mr Little

But when you state that the Accounts are free of material mis-statement is it around $7m that
would be about the sum for that assessment?
Mr Langthorne (E&Y) Materiality is something that is a judgement made by the auditors and it is relative to the
net income of the company, and in the absence of net income, the revenue or perhaps asset base- so
we would look to that and judge our procedures accordingly and make our audit procedures around
that and if it came to amounts that need to be adjusted we would discuss with management and
then it would be management’s decision what to do. Materiality is something that is used to assess
our procedures and our conclusions.
Mr Little
So the representations very clearly are effectively from management and its management’s
decision on what to do?
Mr Langthorne (E&Y) They are management’s documents.

Mr Edwards was asked during his initial testimony by videoconference in the UK public court on 5 June 2008
Mr Edwards I have no recollection. In this industry there are repeated obligations on revenue and price
increases to reflect cost increases. I have no recollection of the detail.
Judge
No more questions on detail. ME has no day-to-day knowledge
Mr Little
In my experience he has a phenomenal memory
Judge
On what has been suggested, where you say you do not have recollection, are you being
untruthful?
Mr Edwards That is incorrect. I take offence at that. I believe my memory is good but I can’t recall things I
wasn’t involved in.
Mr Little
10 August 2006 After the Board meeting. Our meeting included a discussion of the A340-500 and
600 programme being under review in Airbus, which would have a serious effect on our
recovery………Mr Edwards interrupts
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Mr Edwards Your role was in relation to marketing issues, but I wasn’t involved at that level of detail
Mr Little
I said it would mean write offs on our Balance Sheet
Mr Edwards You never mentioned it to me at all (Perjury? – (1))
<BL Observation – (1) Contrary to Mr Edwards oral evidence above Magellan’s UK legal team led
by Mr Lynch QC, in their Respondents PD schedule dated 16 November 2007 provided to the
court, ACCEPT that I disclosed the A340 PD23 information to Mr Neill and Mr Edwards after the
MAC Board Meeting. PD23 is stated in my Witness Statement at para 212 ------ “After the MAC
Board on 10 August 2006, while I was still in Toronto, I had a meeting with Mr. Neill and Mr.
Edwards on a number of matters. During this meeting, I told Mr Edwards of my concerns
regarding the A340 programme and also informed Mr Edwards and Mr. Neill that on the basis of
my own market intelligence, I understood that three scenarios were being considered by Airbus
for the A340 programme – namely 60, 80 or 100 further aircraft deliveries from January 2007.
Compared with the assumption of a further 800 exhaust system deliveries from January 2007
assumed in the EAC this represented a downgrade of perhaps 50% and in my opinion, had serious
adverse implications for MAC’s ability to recover the NRC in the Group balance sheet against the
future profits from this programme, which we would have to address through our accounts and
disclosure to the stock market. This was my Twenty-third Protected Disclosure.” >
Most curious then that Mr Edwards – a lawyer by training - would deny it under oath to the UK
court / Tribunal. At first he stated he had no recollection of this meeting, claiming he was unable
to recall things he wasn’t involved in – ignoring the fact that he had been directly involved. He
then denied outright in court that I had told him the news from Airbus would mean write-offs on
the balance sheet of up to 50% of our anticipated future A340 volumes. As we know, bad news
regarding the A340 project could hardly have come as a surprise to him. He knew as the previous
CEO that MAC had underbid and under- costed it from the outset. But this was even worse – the
volume cut-back would expose the company’s inability to recover the NRC, and it would trash the
Balance Sheet and cash recoveries. His denial in court, despite his QC’s PD schedule instructions to
the contrary, that I had even discussed it with him and Mr Neill was viewed as the performance of
a man viewed in panic and evasion, apparently forgetting which lie he had told last.
And then Mr Edwards immediately continued in cross-examination
Mr Little
Was a C$30m write off a big issue for the companies/shareholders funds? ( Replicated A340 EAC
Summary scenarios from BL/Deloittes – 4242A)
Mr Edwards I cannot say: it would be based on speculation (Edwards prior FY2002 MAC Financial statements
experience in March 2003)
Mr Little
The write offs from 2006 were signed off by all of us?
Mr Edwards I did not sign off on anything. That is a mis-statement on your part. This is an issue for internal
management. I can rely on the fact that things were signed off under accounting principles. I do
not personally understand it. I was not personally involved. (2)
(2) This had not been my experience, as you can read below in Mr Edwards personal written
authorisation of the final settlement offer to Aircelle 11 / 14 August 2006 made by Mr Butyniec.
This final settlement offer was for A340 pricing which was LOWER than the A340 - Q2.2006 EAC
pricing assumptions (e.g. FY2006 : $179623 versus the $181270 per unit in the Q2.2006 EAC)
Mr Butyniec’s final offer would now lead to REDUCED program revenues of a further $5.2m-$8.9m
on top of the “MANAGEMENT OVER-RIDE” by Mr Dekker and Mr Neill of the publicly
unrecorded /non-disclosed Gross losses of $5.2m in the Q2.2006 EAC produced in late July 2006.
The MAC Board meeting minutes on the 11 May 2006 records that Mr Edwards advised the
directors that the following are significant issues the Corporation has to resolve: Aeronca’s
contractual issue with Aircelle on pricing for the A380,A340 and A318…”.
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At the next MAC Board on 10 August 2006 during my attendance there was NO proposal made to
the Board by Mr Butyniec or Mr Neill /Mr Dekker to seek the approval of a final pricing counteroffer to Aircelle – see my Question 2 to Mr Dimma in Website Part B (doc 268-273).
Mr Edwards at precisely that time re Q2.2006 also authorised Mr Butyniec’s 11/14 August 2006
final offer for settlement with Aircelle (as did Mr Dekker) which stated “final” pricing for the A340500/600 which was LOWER than we had used in the Q2.2006 EAC. Given the senior management
and MAC Board attention it had received over the last twelve months and its significance it
naturally required Mr Edwards approval. As you can read Murray Edwards authorised that Final
Pricing Offer to Aircelle (not negotiating with ourselves any longer) in his 12 Aug. 2006 email -“Letter looks fine to me. Let's hope this puts this issue to bed."
Although just a couple of days after my PD23 protected disclosure above from this written email
approval it appeared that Mr Edwards and MAC were now prepared to settle at these
levels/terms and concede those lower A340 Revenues and higher gross losses (>5.2m) than those
in the official and only Q2.2006 EAC. I know Mr Furbay at Aeronca was never asked to produce a
further EAC incorporating these pricing concessions (and I never saw one) but Mr Dekker and
Butyniec ought to have done so to obtain the approval of Mr Edwards and Mr Neill. To this day I
do not understand why these LOWER pricing terms were approved by Mr Edwards and Mr Dekker
and suddenly became acceptable on 11-14 August 2006, just hours before Mr Dekker publicly
released the Q2.2006 results to the TSE. It may have been due to the precarious “cash” status.
Lest it be missed this is a precise example of the detail which Mr Edwards was involved in
despite his evidence above. So, contrary to the impression he worked hard to give the Tribunal
of his having a general approach to it, Mr Edwards intervenes in the detail of the business and
exercises a very hands-on approach to running MAC. He participated in more than 90% of the
Magellan weekly staff meetings for several hours each Tuesday. For A340 examples read, 15 Aug.
2006-doc .2021, 12 Sept. 2006-doc.2179. This means he is aware of all the strategic issues
affecting the company’s profitability, especially its biggest Balance Sheet item, the A340.
So, when in court he was also asked the question below “Have you any idea of what the orders
position is re this (A340) aircraft?” it was not credible for him to say “Not at all”.
This is the Chairman, a former CEO of the business, a man with a remarkable memory and grasp of
detail, talking about the most important and closely monitored item in the history of the company
– a contract he won. And now we know that it has been flagged up to him since 2002 as a hot
potato in an anonymous letter. He could easily have come out with a figure or overall sense but
he chose to be evasive.
Indeed, having made a case to the Court that he could not be expected to remember details, this
denial can only be explained as a deliberate and cynical attempt to support that fiction. And
would every other MAC Ordinary shareholder not reasonably expect that as Chairman he
should be involved and know the A340 detail given the long history and substance of such a
project and finances since he was CEO. It was, as he had quite rightly had identified himself, the
number one customer contract and financial issue in MAC!! He also signed the Annual Balance
Sheet Assets, Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity – for example FY2006.
Furthermore Mr Edwards and Magellan Aerospace Corporation do have some experience of the
TSE share price reaction to C$30 m write-offs. On 15 April 2003 Magellan announced its financial
results to the TSE for FY2002. This involved significant C$30m + write offs as can be read at this
hyperlink . The TSE MAC share price history rise and then fall for the month of April 2003 is also
disclosed. I suspect most people know the broad outcomes which generally occur in a stock
market reaction when poor financial results are publicly disclosed by companies.
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As a matter of record you will also see that C$70m of funding in convertible debentures was
raised by MAC only three months before these published C$30m write-offs, and that this same
C$70m Convertible Debenture funding for MAC would come up for renewal by 31 January 2008.
Crucially this was less than 12 months after the published FY2006 results and the final
quarterly/annual published period before Mr Neill’s retirement from his position of MAC
President and CEO. You can listen to what Mr Dekker said about that new C$15m loan and future
C$70m funding in a analyst webcast call for Q4.2006 – April 2007. In the event the MAC proposal
in December 2007 failed to attract the external funding and therefore was concluded differently.
Mr Edwards testimony - he trained as a lawyer - continued (the day after the Magellan Aerospace FY2008
Financial statements were published to the TSE and public) by video conference on 31 March 2009

Mr Edwards We have independent auditors come into Magellan on a regular basis to do annual review. In each
case EY signed off the statements. I have to rely on my professional advisors
Mr Little
The financial statements that E & Y rely on are produced by management! (MAC .AGM.p6)
Mr Edwards When your auditors <sign> statements they have done a thorough detailed review. Directors can’t
get into details and rely on the professionals. Given your sensitivity and since you’ve gone we have
gone through due diligence and we have to rely on them. And shortly later
Mr Little
Document 3602. Have you seen this before? (Airbus Orders & Deliveries website - Feb 2007)
Mr Edwards No
Mr Little
Airbus website. Orders column for A340-500/600. Total now 153. This was the document now
provided to PwC and also what was given to E&Y. Have you any idea of what the orders position is
re this aircraft?
Mr Edwards Not at all

Mr Little

Judge

<BL Observation – (4) (Note:A340 significiance to MAC finances as the largest asset for cash
recovery in MAC Balance Sheet & my email to Mr Edwards (and Mr Dimma) in Sept. 2007 with A340
illustrative examples on PwC “findings of fact” omissions/errors etc.). This Exhibit was in the PwC
report at Exhibit 8.2. Please also note that Mr Edwards received a letter dated 4 December 2006
with a dossier which contained DIR44 –UK Times article– 28 Oct. 2006
“End Looms for
Airbus A340 as Emirates cancels $4bn orders”.See Website Part D : 8.1 - 8.4.>
It is reduced. The orders position has reduced.
Do you see why I continued to be concerned that you’re not aware that management have
misrepresented, misled and been untruthful to the public and to the auditors, and PwC have not
included any documents that would undermine this?
What is being suggested is management has deliberately over-stated the health of the project by
deliberately mis-stating the figures. Are you able to comment?

Mr Edwards He used the word untruthful and I take some offence at that. My view of Mr Neill, Mr Dekker, Mr
Butyniec – they do things right and with integrity. It bothers me to hear that comment. E&Y has
been in my view absolutely diligent in producing these accounts. Have been super sensitive and
have never provided the Board of Directors with any reason for write-off - given their degree of
professionalism – one can always point to a number of variables. Economy has slowed down, have
to look at the pricing/cost forecast. We don’t have the skill set to focus on this one issue.
PwC/EY would also look at revenue/costs.
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<BL Observation – (5)
Confronted by the Judge with the spectre that his own management team may have deliberately
overstated the health of the A340 project and conspired to keep it from him, he chose to take
exception to the idea and, again most curiously, he chose some of his words carefully “We don’t
have the skill set to focus on this one issue.”
Mr Dekker and Mr Edwards approved Mr Butyniec’s letter dated 11 August 2006 for the A340
BAFO settlement offer to Aircelle. The Q2.2006 had already generated gross losses of $5.2m
(unpublished /unrecorded in MAC Q2.2006 Balance Sheet) and this final commercial proposal by
Mr Butyniec would only make that position worse – further reducing Revenues by some $5.2m $8.9m.
Given its importance it would be both alarming and improbable if Mr Edwards (after Mr Dekker’s
assessment/knowledge and input) would not have properly considered the financial impact / writeoffs on all the MAC ordinary shareholders before approving Mr Butyniec’s 11 August 2006 BAFO
letter to Aircelle. It of course formally sent to Aircelle literally just hours before Mr Dekker would
file the Q2.2006 earnings statements with the TSE/public and the MAC Earnings webcast on 15
August 2006>
And then Mr Edwards continued in cross-examination
Mr Little

Document 78, part 3 <Magellan Ethics Policy > “all employees……………. “ added for ease …….
If an employee becomes aware of a materially inaccurate or misleading statement in a public
communication, the employee must report it immediately to the Chief Executive Officer of Magellan
or the chairman of the Audit Committee of the Board. Making false or misleading statements to
external auditors can be a criminal act that can result in severe penalties. No employee may directly
or indirectly take any action to fraudulently influence, coerce, manipulate or mislead Magellan’s
independent public auditors for the purpose of rendering Magellan’s financial statements
misleading.”
Mr Edwards It’s a powerful statement and correct
Mr Little
I had discussions – PD22 - on 8/9 August, with you and Mr Neill – PD 23 – on 10 August, and -PD24
– on 14 September 2006 with Mr Dekker. Did you know it is my view that a substantive element of
why I was dismissed was because I was going to expose there would be a requirement for
substantial write-off in 2006 and Mr Neill didn’t want that to happen on his “watch”, and that is
part of what he and Mr Dekker used to remove me?
Mr Edwards I have no reason to believe – I’ve seen no evidence. Mr Dekker and Mr Neill do the right things.
My view is there’s never been any connection to your dismissal.
and oral evidence from Mr Dekker – MAC CFO and Corporate Secretary – April 2008
Judge
PD24 then
Mr Little
This is the telephone conversation between JD/BL on 14th September. In it BL is saying this really is
getting much worse. Very concerned re financial statements. What does Mr Dekker recall? We talked
for 29 minutes and you were ……. Judge interrupts
Judge
Sorry to cut across you again. It looks like it’s admitted so you don’t need to go there. It’s also
accepted it tends to show breach
Mr Lynch QC NO, No!!
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Judge
You’ve admitted it in your schedule
Mr Lynch QC Oh, I see, of reasonable belief
Judge
It’s a continuation of your allegations on 11th August. As a finding of fact, I can’t conceive we
wouldn’t find on that. The only issue is whether you had reasonable belief.
Mr Lynch QC If everything alleged is established, the real reason is reasonable belief, and we dealt with Mr Neill
with…… Judge interrupts (see also website Part K 1B – on reasonable belief : Mr Lynch QC)
Judge
It’s the same issue. It comes back to March re MAC financial statements.
Mr Little
I was specifically concerned because I saw at least C$10m, and probably more….
Judge
Mr Stafford QC cross-examined Mr Neill. Do you want to focus on a question to Mr Dekker? Any
question you can ask Mr Dekker to establish or show us your reasonable belief. You should also bear
in mind they all had concerns
Mr Little
I had a real concern that Arbitration was not just the solution that we had to address. The magnitude
and impact were not being recognized.
Judge

You’ve heard the Claimant’s motivation. What can you tell us? It was a valid concern. How did
you regard it at that time?

Mr Dekker

We were aware of this programme and the risk. It was not being disregarded by anyone. As a
management team it’s important to have different points of view. Mr Little’s view is important in
this assessment but his is not the only one. His point of view was valuable.
The auditors were comfortable with the outcome.

<I have set out on P8-P14 the A340 representations by MAC (and in detail in my A340.Final.Report and PwC. A340.
Forensic.Deceit report) which, with this website, should be sufficient for the reader to form their own view.>
I believe that the business world - and the analysts who comment on and value companies - often are sleepwalking into a position where they accept the findings of audit firms such as PwC and E&Y as "gospel" - to be
accepted at face value and without any evaluation of their methodologies and, indeed, without investigation
of any potential underlying motivation or interest which may have coloured their findings. Since, therefore, it
is unlikely that their probity and accuracy per se will be challenged, audit firms and lawyers can head off any
criticism or suspicion by assembling a well-practised screen of words and concepts which enables them to
disarm any critic by confining debate only to the issues of character credibility, lack of "specialist" knowledge
and communications skills.
However, through a personally-destructive process of attrition and perseverance, I have managed to
penetrate this screen in the cases of PwC and E & Y. By examining the actual base material of contemporary
documents - grudgingly provided to me through the tenuous British judicial system without Affidavits - and
painfully analysing the processes by which these two firms produced the findings of fact and conclusions they
did, I have been able, in my opinion, to cast serious doubt on those fundamental qualities of integrity and
accuracy so valuable to the profitability of audit firms and their position in society and which seem
increasingly and, to me, ingenuously, been taken for granted by the financial markets, by UK tribunal members
and by the public at large.
That I am not alone in this view is increasingly being demonstrated in the published articles that follow. They
too show the value of sceptical examination of conclusions by mining down to the primary documents and
rooting out evidence of probable vested interests. Mr Moore addressed some of this in “Truth-forget it!!”
“Auditors – In the Palm of the Banks?” - UK Times – Jan 2009
Government probes role of bank auditors
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Linklaters and Ernst & Young face action over Lehman Brothers collapse UK Times - March 2010
Ernst & Young's Lehman Fallout - E&Y March 2010
Lehman, Ernst & Young and accounting - Accountancy Age - March 2010
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) Report
- 13th Annual Evaluation of private securities class action lawsuits
1 April 2009 (doc 4097 – 4108) - 52% of accounting actions are estimate-related
“Of the accounting issues alleged in accounting-related cases filed during 2008, estimate-related allegations
were the most commonly cited, representing 52 percent of all accounting related filings. In 2007, inadequate
estimates were alleged in 47 percent of such filings.
Among the 5 cases filed against Canadian entities, 60 percent cited overstatement of asset allegations.
The accounting areas with the highest increase in allegations are estimates ………. Improper estimate
allegations increased to 50 percent versus an average of 32 percent during 2002 – 2006 and 25 percent in
2007. "
PwC in spotlight over missing billion at Satyam, 'India's Enron' - Re PwC Jan 2009
CLICO scandal: Silence from PwC as forensic investigator Lindquist submits report – PwC March 2010
Directors 'withheld facts' at loss-making Cattles - PwC 2010
“Tone at the Top” is a PwC June 2010 survey/report (commissioned in part by the same Mr John F. Tracey the
partner who led this “independent forensic investigation” ) which a former PwC partner brought to my
attention recently as being relevant to the case and the conduct of PwC as set out in my website at Part G.
As you can read Mr Ian Powell is the PwC UK Chairman and Senior Partner and I wrote to him in 2009.

How can you tell when a CEO is lying? Article and Audio interview (4 mins) October 2010
To put this subject in some further context, from a TSE shareholder/financial markets analyst perspective,
please LISTEN to an important question asked by Nick Morton of RBC? and then followed by a Mr Claude
Proulx of BMO Capital Markets (a respected aerospace analyst in Canada) on the subject of Magellan
Inventory and third party verification during 5 minutes of the Q3.2006 earnings webcast call in midNovember 2006 and answered by Mr Neill (President and CEO: shortly to retire and be promoted to Vice
Chairman) and Mr Dekker , the current Magellan CFO and Corporate Secretary.
The complete transcript of the Q3.2006 MAC Earnings call on 14 November 2006 (shortly after my dismissal
and Mr Dimma’s “own investigation” concluded) can be read here. At page 15
“Claude Proulx - BMO Capital Markets - Analyst
And the second question is, I mean, I look at your stock today and it’s trading at roughly 80% of book value.
And I always believe that the market to some extent is efficient. And I’m wondering , to what extent can we
trust your book? I mean, the book is really – that’s its real. I mean , understand that there is some real estate
probably – maybe understate the book. But at the same time, there’s a lot of things in your inventories –
engineering , average excess over costs – where it’s going to be more questionable, especially in light of the
performance that you are generating these days. Can you talk about this or – interrupts
John Dekker - Magellan Aerospace Corporation - VP-Finance and Corporate Secretary
- Sure, sure. Sorry .. R Neill now interrupts then …….. Dekker returns
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John Dekker - Magellan Aerospace Corporation - VP-Finance and Corporate Secretary
Claude, let me try to address the valuations of the inventory. Clearly , if you look at our balance sheet, the
inventory is one of the most significant assets we have. That alongside capital assets. And we’ve spoken about
capital assets and some of the valuations on the property. So let’s focus on inventory, which is really I think
the crux of your question. We go through extensive reviews of our inventory at any point in time. And I
would estimate 80% of the external audit focus at the year end is on inventories. So there is an extensive
amount of work done to confirm that those values are appropriate. So we have third party verification of
those amounts.
Claude Proulx - BMO Capital Markets - Analyst
I’m just concerned because a lot of it is program-related. And you need to generate some earnings in order to
justify the value that is there. And the earnings are not there at this point. So.…..R Neill interrupts
Richard Neill - Magellan Aerospace – President & CEO
Well, we may want to differ with you in opinion on that Claude. Because I would argue that book value is
likely higher than what you’re stating right now. – see remainder of transcript
Claude Proulx - BMO Capital Markets - Analyst
Well, but I’m – what I did is I’m just taking your equity at the end of the quarter .
Richard Neill - Magellan Aerospace – President & CEO
I know what you did. Yes. I’m just challenging that theory. That’s all.

Mr Richard Stoneman asked this question about the MAC Balance Sheet/Book value in the Q3/2008 earnings
call webcast (P10/11) following the public disclosure by MAC of the CDN10.4Million price adjustment set
against the NRC/amortization against the A340 and A380?

“Richard Stoneman – Dundee Securities Analyst
“Book value per share is about CDN13 a share. Are you comfortable with that number, and has it been tested
over the last 12 months?
John Dekker – Magellan Aerospace Corporation – VP-Finance
We have not formally done any valuations to test that number, Richard.
Richard Stoneman – Dundee Securities Analyst
But are you comfortable with it?
John Dekker – Magellan Aerospace Corporation – VP-Finance
Yes
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Beyond Belief ?? Select to Download my PwC.A340.Forensic.Deceit.report from website

- 50 pages

You are unlikely to have come across many stories like this before. And if you have read my
A340.Final.Report.15.December 2009 or my website – www.fortfield.com - you are likely to find several
aspects of my story beyond belief.
What you may find most beyond belief is that I should accuse PricewaterhouseCoopers, a firm with a
“global reputation for professionalism and integrity”, of producing a report over a seven month period in
2007 which, from all the evidence, is deceitful, incompetent and client-collusive. Yet it is even more beyond
belief that they should not challenge me now that I have said this publicly. Nor have they even attempted to
refute my detailed assessment of all the contemporary evidence. It is this report by PwC that has provided
MAC with a smokescreen behind which to hide for 3+ years – though no longer.
It is beyond belief that MAC could have unfairly dismissed me at a busy airport on the 18th Sept 2006 for gross
misconduct without investigating the allegation made against me – acting against agreed policy and written
HR advice. Mr Neill consciously chose to breach statutory procedures in doing what he did. Why? You will
find out.
It is beyond belief that the subject matter of the 21 Protected Disclosures I had made relating to accounting,
financial and governance issues at MALUK and MAC were considered undiscussable at the point of my
dismissal - yet this occurred in the week prior to an event at which many of these matters were due to be
openly discussed again.
It is beyond belief that my UK Tribunal case has lasted for over three years and that I have spent over forty
days in court dealing with a swarm of 56 allegations raised retrospectively by the Respondents to drown out
my case - allegations that were almost entirely never discussed with me prior to my dismissal, none of which
exist as complaints on my unblemished employment record.
It is beyond belief that MAC has continually sought to obstruct justice by failing to disclose, or deliberately
delaying access to, relevant evidence and contemporary documents - breaching its legal obligations by so
doing. PwC have also attempted to cover-up this in failing to disclose relevant information and documents
in their A340 findings of fact and conclusion in their C$3m + reports – see paragraphs 9.1 – 9.10.
It is beyond belief that I have almost completely depleted my family’s financial resources, built up literally over
centuries of business activity, in pursuit of the truth and justice I believe are due to me.
It is beyond belief that I have unavoidably and sadly added to the delay in proceedings due to a series of
seizures (Added August 2010: and a complete physical and mental breakdown in February 2010 that has
stayed proceedings) owing to the stress induced by the manner in which the Respondents and Tribunal have
consciously conducted this case.
All these travails were compounded by the deterioration in our financial circumstances which forced me to
become a litigant-in–person.
Further recent public articles
FSA consults on improving auditors’ reports on clients assets - 27 September 2010
Regulator starts probe into PwC and E&Y – Financial Times FT 4 October 2010
(UK Accounting and Actuarial Discipline Board –AADB)
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WHO CAN WE TRUST ?? -

from Brian Little and Magellan Aerospace on website

This part of our fortfield.com website is at once the story of one of the lawsuits against Magellan Aerospace
Corporation (MAC) and its UK subsidiary, Magellan Aerospace UK (MALUK) and the documentary record of
what I believe to be the attempt of Magellan Aerospace to mislead the market on the value of its largest
contract. I hope you will take the time to study the evidence I have included and form your own views. The
case is important to me, but I believe the issues it raises on corporate conduct and behaviour are essential to
all of us, whether we are investors, employees, regulators or company directors or are just concerned about
the standard of ethics in business life.
To open the narrative, I asked an experienced business person uninvolved in the case to summarise the
feelings that the material provoked in him. His summary follows immediately and then I ask and answer two
essential questions.
I hope you will then be encouraged to read on. Brian Little
"WHO CAN WE TRUST? When clever, able people join their skills in a common purpose, they can achieve
outstanding results - and benefits for others as well as themselves. Such is what we expect in a publicly quoted
business.
But when these executives do so in order to cover up an embarrassing mistake, engage in a “fraud”, and then
get rid of the witness best placed to detect and expose it – their collective skills become focused on destroying
that witness. Woe betide the effect of this on the business, the witness, and on the third parties involved.
This is the story of Magellan Aerospace Corporation and its third highest-ranking executive, Brian Little. In the
3 years since they fired him in September 2006, during which time they have been locked in battle in a Bristol
court, the stock market value of the company has indeed collapsed and he and his family have forfeited their
family home to pay his legal fees. As if this were not enough, the stress in explaining his story and the facts in
the case has rendered Mr Little unconscious with seizures on three occasions in court, requiring paramedic
support. Indeed, he is since recovering from a nervous breakdown (Feb 2010).
You may ask
‘Why should this matter to me?’
The answer is – there, but for the grace of God, go I. If Brian Little was not there to pursue justice, all of us
would be worse off because, without people like him, the big corporations would not be brought to account
and would simply walk over us.
But, you may say, if there was a misstatement of the accounts by management the external auditors would
find it and refuse to sign off the accounts. Could there ever be a situation in which they found deception and
still sign off the accounts? If so, is that not something everyone should know about?
Then you say, surely the shareholders would want to know all about this? Why would any shareholder want it
covered up? What possible interest could that shareholder have?

And even if a shareholder did have such an interest, you may then ask – by what possible means could he
and/or others enlist the support of such impeccable institutions as Ernst & Young and
PricewaterhouseCoopers?
Because of being able to rely upon the unquestioning support and reputation of the Chairman of the
company’s Audit Committee, who is an internationally recognised authority on corporate governance?
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And what sort of pressure could have been brought to bear on the corporation’s UK lawyers PinsentMasons
LLP to retrospectively certify crucial Magellan UK written resolutions – involving Mr Little, and pivotal to his UK
case as true and complete, when no such Notice of or Board meeting /resolutions took place before his
dismissal?
Could all of these icons of respectability have contributed to a cover-up?
If our confidence in them were to be so undermined, in whom could we place our trust to regulate the
world of business?
The answers to these deeply disturbing questions lie in this document. Select this to Download my
A340.ON.THE.RECORD.FINAL REPORT 15TH DECEMBER 2009
(The first part of this 202 page report contains an executive summary)
The reader can also download and print a 3 page glossary of terms and abbreviations if they wish
It is also possible to read some of the other Reader comments up to my ill health in February 2010
Although we asked for an invitation to comment on the factual accuracy and conclusions in the PwC Final
Draft report, the product of a four month of the seven month exercise (January 2007 – August 2007)
undertaken by PwC as a direct response to my whistleblower claims, I was advised that PwC was of the view
that this was unnecessary and that Mr Dimma and “the Audit Committee is confident that PwC’s
investigation was thorough and competent, and is prepared to rely on PwC’s conclusions.”
PwC failed to record in their Final Report that they had not invited me to make any comments, despite my
offer to do so. In contrast unlike the PwC final draft report Brian Little provided Magellan via Mr Dimma
(Chairman of its Audit Committee), PwC UK and Canada and Ernst & Young Canada (E&Y) their public auditors
with an invitation to comment on the draft copies for factual accuracy and omissions on the contents of this
On-the-record A340 Report on multiple occasions. Similar Invitations were made after the publication of the
Final report.15.December.2009. No response has ever been received from Mr Dimma, PwC or E&Y. I asked
the question again in July / August 2010 - see Question 1 in my email dated 17 September 2010 to Mr Dimma.

Belief and trust are at the heart of this matter/case.
MAGELLAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION - AGM FY2007-- TORONTO – 13 MAY 2008
(Chairman of MAC: Mr Edwards. Brian Little was not present at this May 2008 AGM and listened via CNW)
Final question from a Ordinary shareholder

RECOVERY OF AIRBUS A340 ASSETS/INVESTMENTS
From Q4 2006 onwards, every financial report from the Corporation has included the special wording in
Inventories seen in this years’ Report on p16 and 34 which states, somewhat remarkably, ‘Management’s
assessment of the recoverability of amounts capitalized in inventory may be based on judgments with respect
to the outcome of … negotiations ... The amount of such provision, if any, cannot be reasonably estimated until
such amendments are finalized.’ I know of no competitor of Magellan that uses such ‘catch all’ language and
would observe that Q4 2006 is the period immediately following the sudden dismissal of a Senior Officer of
the Corporation for what he claims was whistleblowing ….
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Interrupts ( Mr Edwards) Gavin , Gavin … I am going to cut you off right there. That matter is ongoing
..ongoing matter and so I will have no further questions on …
Questioner - It is referred to three times in the Annual Report…...
Interrupts (Mr Edwards) - and further questions please ..

(There were no further questions)

AT THIS POINT THE CHAIRMAN MR EDWARDS INTERVENED TO STOP THE QUESTIONER PUTTING ANY
FURTHER QUESTIONS. FOR THE SAKE OF GOOD ORDER, THE FOLLOWING IS A TRANSCRIPT OF THE FULL
QUESTION TO BE PUT RELATING TO A340 RECOVERY OF ASSETS – PLUS A FINAL QUESTION ON
PROFITABILITY AND CASH ……………………………. which has been made available to us.
From Q4 2006 onwards, every financial report from the Corporation has included the special wording in
Inventories seen in this years’ Report on p16 and 34 which states, somewhat remarkably, ‘Management’s
assessment of the recoverability of amounts capitalized in inventory may be based on judgments with respect to
the outcome of … negotiations ... The amount of such provision, if any, cannot be reasonably estimated until
such amendments are finalized.’ I know of no competitor of Magellan that uses such ‘catch all’ language and
would observe that Q4 2006 is the period immediately following the sudden dismissal of a Senior Officer of the
Corporation for what he claims was whistleblowing. Indeed 3 pages of the 2007 Annual Report - 10, 11 and 50
- refer to Magellan being involved in litigation with a former employee. So it is clearly no small matter and, in
March/April of this year, someone from Magellan revealed to the Canadian press that this was Mr Brian Little who was a Director of Magellan UK, and both a Senior Vice President and a Senior Officer of the Corporation.
I attended court hearings in this case in Bristol, England, last month when I heard Mr Dekker, the Corporation’s
CFO, give his evidence in public over 4 days to the judge.
Mr Dekker’s evidence included the fact that ‘one of Magellan’s largest balance sheet assets of approx $40m
was for the Airbus A340 aircraft’. It was also stated that the commercial contract for the Airbus A340 expires in
2012 so the Corporation must seek to recover this investment within that time. However, from what I heard it
would appear that this asset may not be realised, and that the recognising of this could be masked by the
wording used in the 2007 Annual Report on p11 where it states that ‘PWC has advised the Audit Committee
that they had not found anything that would undermine the integrity or accuracy of the Corporation’s financial
statements.’
But you will see that this makes no reference to any changes recommended by PWC. And yet from that time
onwards we see the inclusion of the new ‘catch all’ wording in the Inventories section.
Also in 2006 the highly respected aerospace market analysts, Teal Group, described the A340 as ‘Dead Plane
Flying’ and I understand that the only independent analyst who does not agree with this is that upon whom
PwC and the Corporation has relied – ignoring the advice of others and the former Senior VP for Information
Technology, Strategy and Business Development,Mr Little.
To cap this, Mr Dekker disclosed that the Corporation is now also in litigation with its customer, Aircelle, that
threatens the entire contract and which takes the initiative out of the hands of the Corporation.
Therefore, my question is twofold –
How much of that Airbus A340 $40m is NOW included in the Q1 2008 Assets,
and do you, Mr Chairman,
reasonably believe that all the A340 $40m in the schedules referred to by Mr Dekker in his evidence
will be recovered by the end of 2012 so they can be fully relied upon to provide the cash needed
in Magellan’s 5 year strategic plan?
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and then in next year MAGELLAN CORPORATION - AGM FY2008-- TORONTO – 12 MAY 2009
Mr Edwards was reported by the Vice Chairman Mr Neill to be unavoidably detained in Calgary and the Vice
Chairman then chaired this meeting. On this occasion (we believe probably as I was present) the customary
public broadcast by CNW was terminated after the formal AGM resolutions and before the Q&A section. The
Q&A was therefore not in public and therefore limited. Fortunately an audio copy of the Q&A proceedings was
taken by another person at the Annual General Meeting and thence the transcript and actual recording.
Transcript from Questions and Answers at Magellan Aerospace Corporation AGM - May 2009 (p1-10)
In particular I set out below the final two questions and answers on A340 / PwC on pages 8&9.
Brian Little.Question 3 : Deliberate Concealment
The next question Mr Neill is for you, in the absence of Mr Edwards--Mr Little

Can you prove to investors .... that when you went to the money markets .... in search of funds
for the business in 2007 .... that you were not deliberately .... concealing up to a C$40m hole in
the FY2006 accounts due to the A340?

Mr Neill

The answer to that is most definitely Yes. We were absolutely convinced that the numbers we
published were correct. The $40m hole you referred to is an issue you raised as part of the
Employment Tribunal proceedings in Bristol and the views of the Company are quite different to
your views on this and time will tell whether the Tribunal agrees with you or agrees with us. We
were convinced, and are still convinced, that it is a very viable programme and that it will be
very profitable in that kind of technology and that programme going forward.

Mr Little

I should say the Tribunal is in fact addressing the reason for my summary dismissal not the
matters/reasons on the accounting.

Mr Neill

I said that you raised it at the Tribunal.

Brian Little.Question 4 : A340 Magellan Aerospace Documents disclosure /transparency record
(Planned question from Brian Little to N.Murray Edwards)
Mr Little

Can I just make a point now that there are effectively eight documents that prove your sole
reliance upon E&Y and PwC has been invalid and unjustified. Why don’t you publish the following
documents on your website so that all the ordinary shareholders can see what happened in
FY2006- what has been said in evidence , what has been said by PwC, what has been said by Mr
Mark Bobbi and everyone can see what has been said.
(docs not read out)
I have said nothing for 29 months in the hope that we would publicly not be trying to address this
and I am now left that within a month I will provide any evidence/documents over here to the
authorities in Canada. I again ask the question why can Magellan not have those eight document
/types available to the public, on the website and allow the ordinary shareholders to look at the
evidence themselves.

Mr Neill -

Mr Dimma or John? <Dekker>

Mr Dimma I think a partial response is that as you know this matter is before the Employment Tribunal in the
UK. That Tribunal is continuing its work and has not yet come to its conclusion and made its
report and I think it would be entirely inappropriate for us to publish anything during this
period when they are considering the evidence.
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Mr Little

Mr Dimma I think you need to discuss this with your UK solicitors, if you wish, as the Tribunal in
the UK, is making an assessment as to the reasons why I was dismissed, it will only deal with
what, why and how etc I was dismissed. It is not responsible for deciding whether my accounting
concerns were right or wrong, as I only have to demonstrate that, as you have been told by
counsel in the UK, that I had “reasonable belief” that they were correct. I am now talking to
those people who made the representations to the auditors for A340 in FY 2006 . Mr Neill, Mr
Dekker - what they provided as that data to the auditors? Provide the ordinary shareholders
with the information / documents so they have the opportunity to see what has been said, put it
on your website and let everyone see. If you are not going to do it... I will in a month’ time. (not
published on our family website until Jan 2010 in deference to the UK court and the subsequent witness
recalls to the UK court of Messrs Dekker & Neill for further evidence on A340).

Mr Neill

Obviously on the website we provide all the documentation we are required to meet the OSC and
the TSX. To go beyond that in the context of this ---- is over and above what we have to do ,
especially since we disagree with you on so many of the issues.

Mr Little

Why won’t you?

Mr Neill

Because there is a Tribunal hearing

Mr Little

It has nothing to do with this subject. They are dealing with the dismissal – it is not the purpose
of the Tribunal to deal with the proper accounting and its accuracy.

Mr Neill

You have made your point

Mr Little

This also affects the Net Book Value – if Mr Edwards said that when he takes the business private
will he pay the ordinary shareholders the full value for FY2006 – effectively $14 a share ?? and he
works , and I ‘ll work with you to get PwC $1m (or £1m) professional indemnity back for a really
sloppy piece of work -- and return it to the shareholders.

Mr Neill

You have made your point and you’ve asked your questions? Now Are there any other questions such as what year do you see a single aisle replacement??
Meeting terminated as there were no further questions

Additionally in the handouts of this 8 page document – questions only- (some 40 copies), given to those
people attending the AGM on May 12, a copy of two emails were provided
A. Email from Brian Little to Mr Edwards and Mr Dimma dated 11 September 2007
B. Email trail dated 4 January 2009 to various recipients including Mr Dimma, Mr Edwards and PwC
Order 3 December 2008

- ET

In addition to the MAC remarks above many other people and a number of website readers have also asked
whether the UK Employment Tribunal have any responsibility to provide my “whistleblowing” evidence and
documents to the appropriate regulatory authorities for a proper investigation. One person indicated that
they believed that the UK law now set that responsibility with the Tribunal. I raised this matter with the
Respondents in April 2010 and received the following reply from their UK solicitors on19 April 2010 –
“There is just one point I would make. I note your comment/threat that you "will therefore ask the Tribunal to
pass the relevant information / documentation and my A340.Final. Report.15.December.2009 to the relevant
regulatory organisations with addresses and current contact names)....
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"As I understand it, you seem to suggest that the recent Employment Tribunals (Constitution and Rules of
Procedure) (Amendment) Regulations 2010, which came into force on 6 April 2010, would oblige the ET to
carry out such an instruction. I am familiar with this change in the law and would point out that:1. The change in the law is not retrospective and only applies to PIDA claims lodged with an Employment
Tribunal on or after 6 April 2010 (which yours was not); and
2. The Regulators whom the ET can notify is a specific list and, in particular, the Ontario Securities Commission
and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Commercial Crime section are not specified Regulators.“
So there is NO requirement for the Tribunal in the present legislation to refer this case and in any event the
legislation is not retrospective. I would have to pass the relevant evidence and documentation to the relevant
authorities as an individual. Jackie and I had a meeting with our Member of Parliament on Friday 14h May
2010 so we intend to ask him about this further – particularly for international cases, such as Magellan. This is
of course timely given the international banking crisis and the relevance of some of the conduct of people and
global organisations prior to those problems and the well-publicised view of the new UK Coalition Government
Cabinet Business Secretary of State, Mr Vince Cable MP.
After Mr James Shannon MP and his Parliamentary aide had read parts of my website and my two reports A340.On.the.record.Final.Report.15.December.2009 and PwC.A340.Forensic.Deceit - we also believe that the
list of regulators may need to be added to and discretionary power should be given to the Employment
Tribunal Service as to whom or what such information/evidence is referred to in the future. Mr Shannon is
now studying and taking advice and inputs from others on the subject of document disclosure duties and
responsibilities in national and international whistle blowing cases etc, based on the Ministry of Justice
Practice Direction 31, 31A & 31B, on the conduct and standards expected from a Respondents legal team in
relation to the Bar Council Standards and the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) Code of Conduct etc. for
England and Wales. The existing UK legislation introduced in April 2010 includes UK regulators
1.
2.
3.

The Financial Reporting Council Limited and its operating bodies the Professional Oversight Board, the
Financial Reporting Review Panel and the Accountancy and Actuarial Discipline Board.
The Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills
Civil Aviation Authority

Updated 19 November 2010 for UK
A colleague also brought to our attention the 4 October 2010 Financial Times Article
(AADB) Regulator starts probe into PwC and E&Y
whilst a former PwC partner drew my attention to this 16 October 2010 PwC video clip
PwC ………. Trust in Business ……Building and Sustaining Trust following
Mr Powell’s speech on Building Public Trust and his public commitment in the Financial Times
whilst again on the same day this quote from Warren Buffett was brought to my attention by a North
American website reader

“It takes twenty years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it. If you think about that,
you’ll do things differently”.
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Audit /Forensic investigation practices and the AADB / FRC

Mr James Shannon MP has now initially written – 7 October 2010 – to
1.A PwC - PwC International Chairman Mr Dennis Nally and
to PwC UK Chairman & Senior Partner - Mr Ian Powell
Copy of letter for information only, at present, to Ernst & Young UK - Mr Scott Halliday
Copy of letter to Accountancy and Actuarial Discipline Board (AADB) Chairman -Mr Timothy Walker
and then on 18 November 2010 –
1.B to the Five major UK audit and forensic practices PricewaterHouseCoopers LLP (PwC),
Ernst and Young LLP (E&Y),
KPMG LLP,
Deloitte LLP
and Grant Thornton LLP
Copy of letter to the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW)
CEO - Mr Michael Izza -with a separate letter on 18 November 2010 addressed to Mr Izza
Copy of letter to Accountancy and Actuarial Discipline Board (AADB) Chairman -Mr Timothy Walker
2. Secretary of State (Mr Vince Cable MP) for Business, Innovation and Skills.
(including the UK Companies Registry and CIB)
Companies House / Registry - Chief Executive – Mr Gareth Jones
Letters exchange 24 September 2010 / 13 October 2010 / 16 November 2010
After several months you may note that my Member of Parliament, Mr James Shannon MP, has also since
written to Mr Dimma on 17 November 2010 on this and the A340 subject of PwC findings of fact(Q1). No
response has been forthcoming, yet>
3. Civil Aviation Authority - Dame Deirdre Hutton Chair (after Airbus Annual P/C in mid-January 2011)
IN CANADA / USA - website as at January 2010.
The Employment Rights Act 1996 also refers at para 43B (2) “For the purposes of subsection (1) {a qualifying
disclosure} , it is immaterial whether the relevant failure occurred, occurs or would occur in the United
Kingdom or elsewhere, and whether the law applying to it is that of the United Kingdom or of any other
country or territory. “
OPEN LETTER to the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Mr Louis P. Pagnutti, of Ernst & Young (MAC
public auditors) and other prior back-up documents. Magellan Aerospace Corporation 2010 AGM
Resolutions and AGM (14 May 2010) and other relevant documents.
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See copy of email trail re OPEN LETTER delay to Mr Trent Henry (successor) in August 2010. OUTSTANDING
Copy 1.
Copy 2+3

Mr N. Murray Edwards (Chairman of Magellan Aerospace Corporation) ,
The Accountancy and Actuarial Discipline Board (AADB) in the UK.
“The Accountancy & Actuarial Discipline Board ("AADB") is the independent, investigative
and disciplinary body for accountants and actuaries in the UK. It has up to eleven members.
The AADB is responsible for operating and administering an independent disciplinary
scheme (the Accountancy Scheme) covering members of the following accountants'
professional bodies:- the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants, the Chartered
Institute of Management Accountants, the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and
Accountancy and the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales; The Institute
of Chartered Accountants of Ireland and the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland.
The AADB will deal with cases which raise or appear to raise important issues affecting the
public interest in the UK and which need to be investigated to determine whether or not
there has been any misconduct by an accountant or accountancy firm, or by an actuary.”
And then the Canadian Public Accountability Board (CPAB - since its incorporation in 2003,
the mission of the Canadian Public Accountability Board (CPAB) has been: To contribute to
public confidence in the integrity of financial reporting of public companies in Canada by
promoting high quality, independent auditing,

Copy 4.
Copy 5.
Copy 6.

The Ontario Securities Commission (OSC) and
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) – Commercial Crime section.
Etc

With the global financial and banking crisis in FY2008 the Chartered Accountants of Canada issued a relevant
CA ALERT on 17 December 2008 – CA Profession’s Role In Restoring Confidence and formed in 2008 the
Copy 7
The Public Trust Committee of the Canadian Chartered Institute of Accountants (CICA)
Mr Don Linsdell, in his first financial year as MAC’s lead E&Y Canada partner/auditor for Magellan Aerospace
(responsible for automotive sector), concluding comment, to Mrs Clare Pettifer (one of the former MALUK
Head Office Accountant/Treasurer people) and me on 14 December 2006 at our meeting in London, that “It
doesn’t pay to be a whistleblower” has seldom left my mind since and certainly will never leave my living
memory. As an experienced friend recently told Jackie and I, after reading our website, “When money
speaks the truth keeps silent”.
When I followed up with Mr Linsdell of E&Y on 11 January 2007 he left this 2 minute voicemail message on
my mobile phone . I also note that although Mr Dimma was Chair of the MAC Audit Committee it was Mr
Edwards, the Chairman of the Corporation, who had spoken to the Ernst and Young Canada Chairman ( Mr Lou
Pagnutti?) about the issues arising in the last FY2005 Magellan audit (as recorded in the 11 May 2006 Audit
Committee minutes); which was managed by Mr David DeWolf (the previous E&Y Canada partner who had led
the external public audit since Magellan’s formation in 1996) and who had now been replaced by Mr Linsdell.
Our family accountant/auditor Mr James McCreery (who accompanied me to my meeting with PwC, led by Mr
John F Tracey, in their Belfast Office on 29 January 2007) also met Mr DeWolf in an unplanned meeting in the
Square 1 shopping mall in Mississauga in mid May 2007 during which he expressed to both of us his opinion
that in his experience he viewed “Murray Edwards as a bully”.
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Mr Dave DeWolf was not isolated in that opinion, as I had heard other senior management colleagues in
Magellan Head Office use words to this effect in my year located in Toronto. I put this question to Mr Edwards
in cross-examination on 5 June 2008 – “Do you accept that some staff thought that you were a bully” ? and
“Do you realise you are perceived by some staff members as cranky or grumpy? – based on Mr Dekker’s oral
evidence on 2 April 2008.
The Judge then intervened and because of my recollection of these multiple comments from others and Mr
Edwards recent A340 evidence under oath (see my website Part G;Mr Edwards – perjury? etc) in that short
subsequent exchange the Judge unconsciously triggered the final input/driver that caused my first court
seizure and unconsciousness for several minutes on 5 June 2008.

Brian Little
21 December 2009
(Updated 7 August and 19 November 2010) :
Due to my ill-health/mental breakdown in early February 2010 I was unable to write this OPEN LETTER to Mr
Trent Henry of Ernst & Young (Canada) and others or attend the May 2010 AGM in Toronto.
I am currently recovering and I hope I am sufficiently well to be able to compile this OPEN LETTER and send it
in a few months to other appropriate regulatory bodies and interested parties suggested in discussions with
my MP and others.
Nor are whistleblowers a new experience elsewhere for Edwards. I have recently learned that a Canadian
“friend” and former CFO within another of Murray Edwards “publicly traded” companies is also involved in
litigation in Mr Edwards hometown of Calgary , Alberta for a “hostile work environment” which was creating a
bullying and intimidating approach towards finance , leading to “aggressive revenue recognition”. He has also
suffered serious health problems as a consequence. PwC have been and are and the external auditors of this
Calgary- based public company.
As I understand it, this case will come to a public trial in Calgary within the next 12 months.
Naturally the parallels to A340-500/600 “Revenue Recognition Policy” and senior management actions will be
apparent to the reader.
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An increasing number of the website readers and others have observed, and on my reflection, that it was
THREE people with personal career familiarity with accounting/finance matters within the Big 4 audit firms
who actually “blew the whistle”.

1. Mr Paul Moore

- a former Partner at KPMG for seven years and
celebrated HBOS whistleblower who gave evidence to the House of Commons
Treasury Parliamentary Committee on the Banking crisis in February 2009.

Interview,

Paul Moore - Killing the Messenger

BBC Newsnight 10 February 2009 - The Committee - the whistleblower
HBOS sacked and gagged a senior executive who four years ago warned the board of the bank that they
were taking excessive risks, according to evidence given at the Treasury Select Committee today. Paul
Mason has this exclusive interview. (Please watch this video clip 6 Minutes)
“Former banking bosses apologised to MPs at the Treasury Select Committee who grilled them about their role
in the financial crisis. But their defence was undermined by the disclosure that HBOS's former head of risk, Paul
Moore, tried to forewarn his bosses.”
Relevant Q&A from MP’s on the Treasury Select Committee on 10 February 2009
Mr Andrew Tyrie MP (Q.1759-1771/1785) and Mr Michael Fallon MP (Q.1131-1143 and 1832-1838)
and Mr George Mudie MP (Q1773-1784) and Mr John Thurso MP (Q1786-1798) and
Mr Graham Brady MP (Q1656-1660)
UK. Parliament Treasury Select Committee - Mr Moore’s written evidence on 10 February 2009
The KPMG “Independent forensic investigation” on Mr Moore's whistleblowing claims – 9 months?
Supplementary written evidence from Mr Moore on 23 Feb. 2009 to the Treasury Select Committee
Supplementary written evidence from Mr Moore on 8 March 2009 to the Treasury Select Committee
Press release issued by Paul Moore relating to his evidence to the TSC’s inquiry into the Banking crisis
Published HOC report Banking crisis : reforming corporate governance and pay in the city - 15 May 2009

Top banker Sir James Crosby quits after questions are raised in Parliament
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“TRUTH - FORGET IT!!” Paul Moore lecture in Belfast (Nov.2009) and Brian Little
Moore – Carter business website –where you may listen to Paul Moore’s recent video clip and then read
that Hector Sants (Chief Executive, FSA) speech “ Can culture be regulated? “ in October 2010.

2. Mr Matthew Lee (Lehman Brothers whistleblower) – a
former principal at Ernst & Young for seventeen years and his May 2008 letter.
See pages 956-961 in Section 111 A4 Repo 105 of the bankruptcy examiner’s
report.
Lehman whistleblower lost his job weeks after raising the alarm

Lehmans Brothers - Insider “Fired” after Blowing whistle

Lehman Brothers – Cooked the Books – Jail Geithner , Jail Fuld

Lehman Brothers CEO Dick Fuld testimony on Capitol Hill
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You may read the full Report of the Lehmans bankruptcy examiner

Anton R. Valukas

“Summarized Conclusions
While the business decisions that brought about the crisis were largely within the realm of acceptable
business judgment, the actions to manipulate financial statements do give rise to "colorable claims", especially
against the CEO and CFOs but also against the auditors.
In the opinion of the Examiner, "colorable" is generally meant to mean that sufficient evidence exists to
support legal action and possible recovery of losses.
Repo 105 was not inherently improper, but its use here violated accounting principles that require all
legitimate transactions to have a business purpose. Repo 105 solely existed to manipulate financial
information.
In a written letter in June 2008, Lehman Senior VP Matthew Lee advised the auditors and Audit Committee
that he thought Repo 105 was being used improperly. The auditors failed to advise the Audit Committee
about issues raised by this whistle-blower despite specific requests by the Committee. Auditors "Ernst &
Young" failed to investigate the allegations and likely failed to meet professional standards.”
See in particular pages 948–966 and pages 1032 – 1053 of the Bankruptcy examiners report on E &Y.

Linklaters and Ernst & Young face action over Lehman Brothers collapse

Lehman’s hearings - Who’ s auditing the auditors?
Lehmans / E&Y is now the subject of an Accountancy and Actuarial Discipline Board (AADB) investigation in
the United Kingdom since July 2010.

The next Arthur Andersen?

<Ernst & Young?>

Lehman Whistleblower feels “vindicated” and is pondering a new career in “digital” film

3. Brian Little – Magellan Aerospace - a former senior consultancy
associate with E&Y from 1997 – 2001 and subsequent exposure to PwC
“independent forensic investigation” and E&Y audit processes.
MAC Promotion, and my Current Curriculum Vitae (CV)
& System of Identified Motivated Abilities (SIMA).
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In a Wikileaks world, what’s the status of whistleblowing in Canada

More will follow after full recovery in my health during 2011

I believe these cases, which are underpinned by compelling evidence with
contemporaneous document disclosures, starkly reveal once again the failure of
“highly respected” global auditing firms to act with integrity, damaging public
confidence in their capacity to act independently to protect the interests of the
employees, investors, pension holders and taxpayers.

Mr Scott Halliday – E&Y UK

Managing Partner
Quality in everything we do

Mr Ian Powell – PwC UK
PwC Annual Report 2009

Chairman & Senior Partner
Responsible Leadership

“Key to “doing the right thing” is a leadership team with experience, energy and discipline – and a
shared understanding of our goals. This is that team”
You may also wish to reflect on Mr Powell’s speech, in Oct 2010 on “Building Public Trust” including

“ Secondly, leadership and the tone from the top remain in the spot light, with regulators
bringing much more focus to the topic. I hope we are all more aware that the management of risk
and the ability of organisations to outperform comes from culture and behaviour not simply
business process. I suspect we've been through a period of history when not enough attention
has been focused on the issues that influence corporate culture and behaviours - particularly
the right ones.
For that reason I was, like many of you, an enthusiastic co-signatory to the letter written by
Marcus Agius, published in the 'Financial Times' last week which publicly stated our view that as
business leaders we have a personal responsibility to imbue our organisation with integrity and
professionalism.
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We've all got codes of conduct and processes coming out of our ears - from screening of recruits
to ethics training. But, I suggest this will only ever get us to first base. To move beyond we have
to be more understanding, and at times challenging of behaviour. We need to guard against
'group think' and cultures which are insular, and routinely dismiss the views of outsiders.
We have to recognise, that if we want to make a difference it starts from the top, how boards
behave, how senior executives make decisions - it's this tone which colours the organisation and
is mirrored by others.
And thirdly, my comments around the trust challenge would not be complete without a few words
on transparency. Or perhaps the word should be authenticity - because to my mind
transparency is the process and authenticity the end product. Too much reporting is still driven
by compliance, by process and the dead hand of the editorial committee. We produce volumes
of information, often complex in its form, and wonder why people don't understand it or worse,
switch off.
What I have learnt in my short time leading this firm is if it's worth saying it has to be personal
and authentic, it needs to come from the heart. Warren Buffet offered what I still think is the most
compelling guide to any business leader who is about to put pen to paper when he said:
'When writing Berkshire Hathaway's Annual Report, I pretend that I'm talking to my sisters. I
have no trouble picturing them; though highly intelligent, they are not experts in accounting or
finance. They will understand plain English, but jargon may puzzle them. My goal is simply to
give them the information I would wish them to supply me if our positions were reversed.
To succeed, I don't need to be Shakespeare; I must, though, have a sincere desire to inform.'
What might amuse you is that Buffet wrote those words as the introduction to an SEC handbook
on simplifying corporate reporting!
I would however like to think that Warren Buffet's sisters would share our judges' view that
tonight's award winners have succeeded in producing reports that do use plain English to get
their message across.
It's also important that reports prove that we as business leaders understand what's going on in
our businesses and it's interesting that Einstein used to say that you only fully understand
something when you can explain it to your grandmother. Well I've visited our team on Lehmans
and I would have challenged anyone to explain to my grandmother the term 'Asset reHypothecation'. Mind you she never really got the theory of relativity either
But encouragingly, I see signs for cautious optimism. More and more of the CEOs, Chairmen
and other leaders who I talk to are focusing on the clarity and authenticity of their leadership and
the impact it has on the business and its people.
This is a good sign for business and its ability to live up to the growing expectations society is
placing on it.
Having focused on the wider issue of the importance of trust to the business community I
would now like to consider trust and my own business.
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I intend that PwC is at the forefront of making the changes that are needed. While there is no
single right answer to what those changes need to be, there is a broad spectrum of reforms
which will make a positive impact.
Some are actions we could start taking now. Some will take longer to emerge and find
acceptance and will need a broad consensus with you, our clients, our regulators, and other
public interested parties. We see this spectrum of actions as made up of five groups:

- First we will continue to raise the standard of all the work that we do to strive for an
even higher consistent standard of excellence. As far as we are concerned, if just one
of our audits is found wanting, for whatever reason, then that is one too many…….”
Now See My A340 Report for PwC comments (pages 132-148) including my emails to
Mr Ian Powell (Chairman/Senior Partner – PwC UK) and
Mr Christie Clark (CEO/Senior Partner - PwC Canada)
or you can read specifically my emails on 5 July 2009, 14 October 2009 and 9 November 2009 to
both of them. Classically you can also read their respective lawyers response. Ms Caroline McQuater
for PwC UK - 1 Dec.2009 and Mr Robert Osborne for PwC Canada – 15 Oct / 9 November 2009.

By now any PwC CEO internal quality review commissioned by Mr Powell should have
been completed and acted upon by Mr Powell and his team. Together with his decision
on my written request to repay at least £1m+ of their fees to the MAC Ordinary
shareholders for that PwC “independent forensic investigation” from Jan – Aug 2007.

The Right Thing - Interview with Mr Paul Moore - ex-HBOS - September 2010

Andrew on Corporate Social Responsibility and Management

Professor Andrew Kakabadse – Professor of International Management Development at Cranfield

Whilst someone in Calgary in August 2010 brought another
Canada G&M article to my attention. This was an interview by the revered journalist Mr Gordon Pitts
with the new Dean of the N. Murray Edwards School of Business in Saskatchewan, Canada.
Finally, as with Mr Powell of PwC in his speech on “Building Public Trust” above, I presently conclude
with that quote from that best known global investor in capital markets, Mr Warren Buffett, recently
sent to me by a North American reader of our website and A Story….so far 2:

“It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it.
If you think about that, you’ll do things differently.”
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UPDATE 18 January 2011
Item 1

Added to the end of Magellan Part B on our family website www.fortfield.com

Airbus update : click here to go to Part B :
Item 2 : You can also read the updated information on the front screen of our family website from
“When the PwC/MAC cover-up/smokescreen disintegrates over time, due to the lack of commonsense and
reasonableness checks , the “Truth will Out”?
By “Forensic Deceit” I mean that it is NOT TRUSTWORTHY, because the intention of PwC, and the effect of
their less than rigorous investigation or audit standards, was to mislead the reader in their “findings of fact”
and conclusions from its “forensic investigation”……..Beyond Belief. As you can hear, should PwC with their
assertion of “great skills in holding a mirror up” actually firstly look in that mirror themselves, prior to trying
to credibly convene and participate in this important public debate? You may also wish to reflect on their
Chairman's Speech, Mr Powell, in Oct 2010 on “Building Public Trust” and his recognition, as PwC leader, of his
“personal responsibility to imbue his organization with integrity and professionalism”. Also read UK FT letter.
Magellan Aerospace Corporation - MAC
(A Public Company on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSE) – Ticker : MAL)
Chairman of the MAC Board:
Chair of the Audit Committee:
Chair of the HR and Comp Committee:

Mr N. Murray Edwards
Mr William A. Dimma
Mr William G. Davis

Public Auditors for Magellan Aerospace Ernst & Young LLP MAC AGM May 2009 P. 6-9
LETTER TO E&Y - Feb 2011

OPEN

(It was also someone who formerly worked for E&Y (Mr Matthew Lee) who “blew the whistle” to the E&Y
auditors in May 2008 before the financial collapse of Lehman Brothers in September 2008 – see articles in Part
L – “professional malpractice” etc).
Since this UK Times article my MP, Mr Jim Shannon, has explained to me that the Lehmans/E&Y events are now
under investigation by the Accountancy and Actuarial Discipline Board <(AADB) – part of the Financial
Reporting Council (FRC)> in the UK. The Guardian newspaper reported that a legal suit would be filed this
week (actually filed 21 December 2010) by the New York Attorney General, on the basis of Matthew Lee’s
allegations and the bankruptcy examiners 2000+ page report in March 2010.
FRC – “Auditor Scepticism – raising the bar” (paras 17 – 25) & : BL Input : & FRC written submission (paras 2.7
- 2.11) to the House of Lords.
House Of Lords Economic Affairs Committee hearing – 23 Nov. 2010 (watch video from 1 hour 2 mins –
Transcript Q.266 pages 29-46) Banking crisis, Going Concern audit statements, Balance Sheet audits / asset
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valuation and loss reporting, and financial reporting standards Mr Ian Powell – PwC UK : ; Mr Scott
Halliday – E & Y; Mr Griffith-Jones – KPMG; Mr Connolly – Deloitte : Accountancy Age Video, Media coverage “Lords accuse auditors of deceiving investors” , “Lawmakers attack auditors over bank statements”.
Extract from PwC written evidence to the House of Lords Economic Affairs Committee – at para 24
“Professional scepticism is fundamental to what auditors do. It is defined in auditing standards as “an
attitude that includes a questioning mind, being alert to conditions which may indicate possible misstatement
due to error or fraud, and a critical assessment of audit evidence.” and at para 25
It is the job of the auditor, as established by internationally agreed auditing standards, to challenge
management’s assertions and ensure that they are backed with evidence that is appropriate, supportable
and capable of independent verification. It is not the auditor’s job to develop alternative views and then try
to persuade management to adopt them in preference to theirs.”
FRC/APB – “Audit is essential to public and investor confidence in companies… The application of an
appropriate degree of professional scepticism is a crucial skill for auditors. Unless auditors are prepared to
challenge management’s assertions they will not act as a deterrence to fraud nor be able to confirm, with
confidence, that a company’s financial statements give a true and fair view.”
You may read the PwC letter/public response to the FRC “Auditor scepticism …” Discussion Paper …(by Mr
Sexton in the above PwC Trust in Business Video)”

Item 3 : Click
on the front screen of fortfield.com to proceed to the end of Part K on
our website for the latest status as at 18 January 2011.

UPDATE 14 MARCH 2011
Item 1 : Since the 18 January 2011 the PwC Partner for the C$3m+ Magellan Aerospace engagement
appeared in a PwC video clip called “Whistleblowing and Transparency : Striking the Balance”.
It can be viewed at this link whilst the whitepaper Survey report can be read here
Item 2 : Added to the main fortfield.com website front screen
Whistleblowers Speak Up - Nick Cohen - Banks will begin the process of reform when their employees aren't
penalised for speaking out “ The national consensus holds that the City is being “rewarded for failure” and,
for once, the national consensus is right … What we must grasp if there is to serious reform is that the
bonuses are rewards for cowards as well as for failures…….
The question should not be “who knew?” but why did they not speak out. In theory, nothing was stopping
them, as Britain offers legal protection to whistleblowers. But as so often, the theory is one thing and the
practice quite another. Workers are meant to be free to reveal criminal offences and failure by their firms to
comply with legal obligations. The law sounds impressive, but it insists that an employee must go to his or her
employer before they go public.
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“It is like telling a mouse to go to the cat.” David Buckle, one of London’s leading employment lawyers, told
me. …….… We need to break up a system that rewards those who bite their tongues because it suits their
private interests and punishes those who speak their minds in the public interest. We need to recognise that
we live in a half-free country, where we have freedom of speech at home but not at work; where people pride
themselves on their freedom to criticise politicians, but dare not criticise their employers. ” ……… or those
professional individuals and firms they engage in the “cover up” of the truth.
Breaking NEWS: Charles Ferguson’s movie about the financial crisis, Inside Job, released in the US in
October 2010, richly deserved to win ‘Best Documentary’ at last night’s Oscars. Giving his acceptance speech
last night, Ferguson sought to awaken the star-bedazzled audience from their somnambulance by saying:“Forgive me, I must start by pointing out that three years after our horrific financial crisis caused by financial
fraud, not a single financial executive has gone to jail, and that’s wrong.” YouTube - INSIDE JOB: New
Documentary Exposes How 'Banksters' Continue To Steal Our Money
item 3 : The vast majority and remainder of the website changes since 18 January 2011 can be accessed in Part
K of the website by pressing the flashing
button on the front screen of fortfield.com.
This includes many of the correspondence exchanges between my MP, Mr James Shannon, and various audit
firms and Regulators. You can read some of the extract texts from these letters and access many of the
letters/emails themselves at this part of our website in Part K.

UPDATE 9 May 2011
Item 1 The majority of the changes to the website since 14 March 2011 are in the E&Y, PwC and Regulators
section. This includes many of the correspondence exchanges between my MP, Mr James Shannon, and
various audit firms and Regulators. You can read some of the extracts from these letters and access many of
the letters/emails in Part K of the website.
Item 2 On 4 May 2011 the following article appeared in the Daily Telegraph on the front page of the
Business section.http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/supportservices/8490501/PwC-reportedto-accounting-regulator-after-taking-out-criticism-of-client-from-report.html

PwC reported to accounting regulator after taking out criticism
of client from report
PriceWaterhouseCoopers has been reported to the accounting regulator, after
agreeing to remove criticisms about its client from a £1.5m independent report into
allegations made by a whistleblower
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Mr Shannon's intervention comes at a critical time for PwC, since it is under scrutiny
over its "independent inquiry" into the Royal Bank of Scotland's collapse.
By Rowena Mason 6:15AM BST 04 May 2011
Follow Rowena Mason on Twitter
2 Comments
Jim Shannon, MP, has written to the Financial Reporting Council asking them to investigate a report
prepared by PwC in 2007.
The MP's intervention comes at a critical time for PwC, since it is under scrutiny over its "independent
inquiry" into the Royal Bank of Scotland's collapse. The "big four" - Deloitte, KPMG, PwC and Ernst
& Young - have also been criticised by MPs for "dereliction of duty" during the financial crisis.
Mr Shannon's concerns relate to an independent report that PwC was hired to write for Magellan
Aerospace Corporation, a Canadian aircraft parts company. PwC's brief was to look into a
whistleblower's claims that Magellan's order book had been inflated.
However, criticism of Magellan's "poor" accounting was left out of PwC's final version – at the request
of the client's audit committee.
The MP raised concerns on behalf of the whistleblower, Brian Little, the former head of Magellan's
UK operations.

Related Articles
PwC creates new role to boost its public image
23 Apr 2011
Lords urge probe into Big Four audit firms
31 Mar 2011
Dereliction of the Big Four blamed for financial crisis
31 Mar 2011
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Mr Little claimed in 2006 that his employer was being far too optimistic about orders for Airbus parts
and was dismissed by the Canadian company just days after his complaint.
Mr Little took the company to a Bristol employment tribunal, which is still ongoing, telling it that
Magellan management had "misrepresented and misled" its auditors, Ernst & Young. The company
claims Mr Little was fired for being "impossibly rude and disruptive to colleagues".
PwC was called in to investigate the allegations, and in a final independent report, it found no
wrongdoing or inflated numbers. This was presented as evidence to the tribunal.
However, the tribunal forced Magellan to release an earlier draft of the document that contained
significant criticisms. This "draft report" found that "financial control ... is poor and needs to be
improved: this is particularly acute given that Magellan is a public company." It also found
"accounting adjustments made with insufficient supporting analysis; inadequate understanding
or documentation of balance sheet provisions; poor control over individual projects from an
accounting perspective; project sales volumes, revenues and costs are not reviewed with
sufficient frequency or rigour."
PwC insists that the changes between the reports do not affect its conclusions. A spokesman said: "We
refute entirely the suggestion that a change to a PwC report was made in order to render some
advantage, or favour, to Magellan or that such was made to the detriment of any individual. The
paragraph [referred to] was removed at the request of the Audit Committee, as it did not address the
accounting matters which PwC were instructed to review. However, the same points were included
in PwC's covering letter accompanying the report."
John Dekker, vice-president finance at Magellan, said: "PwC undertook a thorough and independent
investigation and we gave them full access to documents and people. It's true to say that the full
information in both the draft and final reports was presented to the audit committee."

That evening Magellan’ lawyers provided a copy of the PwC letter dated 20
June 2007 addressed to the Chairman of the MAC Audit Committee, Mr W
Dimma. The letter enclosed with it a copy of their Final Report.
The text is fully replicated on the next page or the
Original letter dated 20 June 2007 on PwC letter heading can be viewed here
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The Audit Committee
Magellan Aerospace Corporation
3160 Derry Road East
Mississauga, Ontario
L4T 1A9
Canada
For the attention of: Mr William A Dimma
20 June 2007
Our ref: JT/Magellan/amjt100v.doc
Dear Sirs
Investigation into matters raised by Mr Brian Little
Further to our engagement letter of 2 February 2007 we enclose our final report into certain areas of concern
raised by Mr Brian Little. Certain matters arose in the conduct of our work that we wish to draw to your
attention.
Financial control within MAC and MALUK in relation to the areas we have examined is poor and needs to be
improved; this need is particularly acute given that MAC is a public company. Examples of poor financial
control that we identified during our work include:
(a) Accounting adjustments made with insufficient supporting analysis or documentation;
(b) Inadequate understanding or documentation of balance sheet provisions and insufficient
documentation of the decision to release certain provisions;
(c) A lack of awareness of the program accounting requirements under either Canadian GAAP or UK
GAAP. The accounting rules and guidelines are complex and our impression is that the principles
are not well understood throughout all of the finance community within the MAC group;
(d) Poor control over individual projects from an accounting perspective. Project sales volumes,
revenues and costs are not reviewed with sufficient frequency or rigour. In particular, EAC
calculations require many estimates by management. Our experience with accounting practices
and governance in the aerospace industry is that these estimates and key assumptions should be
reviewed on at least a quarterly basis.

The Audit Committee
Our ref: JT/Magellan/amjt100v.doc
20 June 2007
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We understand that there has been some discussion as to how financial control might be improved. We would
be happy to help the Audit Committee review any plan developed by management of MAC to address these
issues.
Yours faithfully

John Tracey
Partner
Forensic Services

Enclosure” End of PwC text document

PwC Final Draft and Final Reports – paras 2.40 -2.41 : PwC Final Draft and Final Reports – paras 8.50 -8.62
This evidences that the PwC Final report was provided to Magellan on 20 June 2007 and not as represented by
Magellan lawyers as at the end of August 2007. In so doing they misled my lawyers and the UK court.
Item 3: As the Daily Telegraph stated on 4 May 2011

John Dekker, vice-president finance at Magellan, said: "PwC undertook a thorough and independent
investigation and we gave them full access to documents and people. It's true to say that the full
information in both the draft and final reports was presented to the audit committee."
it was now clear to a number of Daily Telegraph readers that Mr Dimma MAY not have provided a copy of this
letter to his other Magellan Board members in June/ July 2007, including the Chairman , Mr Edwards. Given
its importance and centrality, and just in case he had not seen it I sent an email to Mr Edwards on 6 May 2011.
Item 4 : The previous day I wrote an OPEN LETTER to the Chairman and CEO of E&Y in Canada suggesting
that E&Y should carefully consider whether they should resign as auditors of Magellan Aerospace Corporation
prior to the AGM this week in light of the evidence of the last five years.
Item 5 : Following the Daily Telegraph article above I also have now provided my first full interview to the
Canada Globe and Mail and explained this
A story …so far document and all the documentary evidence.
Readers will recall that I said I would provide this website / story at the Magellan AGM in May 2009.
Unfortunately I am not fit enough to attend the 11 May 2011 Magellan AGM .
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UPDATE

28 MAY 2011

Following this DT article Mr Reguly of the Globe and Mail interviewed me and wrote the article which follows
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The document referred to by Mr Reguly from Magellan with detail information used by
E&Y for audit testing and PwC in their “forensic report” is shown at the next page
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UPDATE 4 December 2011
EADS/Airbus release their Q3/2011 financial results on 10 November 2011 in which they formally
confirm A340 program termination –
Equivalent to

131

actual A340-500/600 production series aircraft.

Q3/2011 EADS webcast : EADS/ Airbus financial director Hans Peter Ring said the company had
decided to abandon production of the A340, admitting: "We have accepted reality. We have not
sold any A340s for nearly two years."
Airbus Press Release – 10 November 2011

My witness statement in 2007 (A340 paragraphs 187-227) sets out, at paragraph 224.2, the third
party consensus forecast of 135 aircraft, similar to my guidance to PwC in early 2007, <only 4 more
than the final 131 above> and a further reduction from the 150 aircraft – subject to no A340
engineering upgrade, confirmed in July 2006- - which I advised MAC’s Mssrs Edwards, Neill, Dekker
and Butyniec on 19 Feb. 2006 (w/s paragraph.200) and reiterated on 8/9/10 Aug.2006 (PD22/23) &
14 Sept. 2006 (PD24).
Airbus Orders fell from 153 aircraft at 31 Jan 2007 to 130 a/c by 9 May - PwC Report/TSE public
release.
FYI: EADS financial statements are audited by E&Y LLP and KPMG LLP
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Also
From: JIM SHANNON [mailto:jim.shannon1@btopenworld.com]
Sent: 01 December 2011 18:16
To: 'BRISTOLET'
Cc: Brian Little; jackie@fortfield.com; 'RAECharles'
Subject: Fw: FW: FW: FW: 1402867/2006 Mr BA Little v Magellan Aerospace (UK) Limited
For the attention of the Regional Secretary / Judge Walters
Following the Tribunal Letter dated 14 September 2011< Attachment 1> - to Mrs Little I wrote to the
Tribunal in my email on 19 September 2011 at 15.42 and received an ET Automatic receipt
acknowledgment. Mrs Little forwarded my email to the ET at 16.21 with a request for extension to
the period to permit a rebuttal to involve Mr Little in a meaningful and timely way. <Attachment 2>.
Indeed, I also suggested some alternative options subsequently . Mr and Mrs Little have told us that
nothing was received in response from the ET to date.
Mr Little completed the primary phase in his treatment on 31 October 2011 and received medical
clearance to re-engage with us and the Tribunal several days later. He will remain under monthly
review to June 2012. Mr & Mrs Little had a meeting with us at my constituency surgeries on Friday 11
and 18 November 2011.
During these meetings we provided an update to the workstreams I had led and set out in my email
dated 19 September 2011 to the Tribunal <Attachment 2>. We also offered our thoughts on 11
November to Mr & Mrs Little on the Tribunal proceedings, based on what we had read in Mr Lynch’s
Closing submissions etc. and a review of all the oral evidence notes. We know Mr Little wrote to Mr
Rae on 14 November 2011 on a number of case matters. Mr Rae responded that he would need to
liaise with his client and Mr Lynch QC, who was now out of the office until 26 November 2011, before
providing a response.
I committed myself to provide an email to the Tribunal with an update on the workstreams (2 -7)
under my leadership and that we would provide support to Mr and Mrs Little in compiling a 75 page
rebuttal if they wished in workstream 1. You will recall I set these workstreams out in my email
dated 19 Sept. 2011 to the ET.
Workstream 1

Employment Tribunal - Mr & Mrs Little lead

Workstream 2

HMRC – satisfactorily concluded
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Workstream 3 UK Accounting Regulators - this is now under investigation by the ICAEW
Investigators. Our complaint was against
Individual ICAEW members – Code of Ethics
Mr John F Tracey - employed by PwC UK
Ms Samantha Ashfield – now employed by KPMG
Mr Ian Powell – employed by PwC UK
ICAEW Member Firms
PwC UK LLP
Ernst & Young UK LLP (Individual member Ms Hadfield ?? – Mr Little to advise)
A copy of the latest email trail is attached at <Attachment 3> and supported, for example by
<Attachments 5> (EASA investigation and findings of fact and final conclusions on A340 exhaust
system life and maintenance),and < Attachment 8> with the Airbus Press release on A340
termination and reversal of a provision to improve net income at EADs in Q3/2011. The ICAEW have
asked for a meeting shortly; and my parliamentary aide is now making detailed arrangements with
Mr Little and Mr McCreery FCA.
My referral to the FRC/ICAEW follows the central role that Mr Little and I played with the Chair of the
Treasury Select Committee, Mr Andrew Tyrie MP, when we met him in February 2011, on the subject
of the PwC £7.7m forensic investigation for the FSA about RBS. Mr Tyrie MP took our evidence and
suggestions very seriously as he set out in his reply to me on 14 March 2007 and subsequently
followed up our recommendation of “independent verification” of the FSA/RBS report. The day
before Mr Tyrie MP and the TSC formally announced the “independent verification” of the RBS
report the Daily Telegraph learned of this approach and my referral to the accounting regulators
PwC faces probe over removing client criticism from report. I know from Mr Little’s correspondence
with the Tribunal that you are well aware of that article and the subsequent disclosure. Next week
the BBC will run an hour-long documentary from their research in their programme “Inside the Bank
that ran out of money”
I expect Mr Little will return to this subject imminently depending on final responses from Mr Rae.
Workstream 4A Canada Accounting Regulators
Today I have forwarded a joint letter of complaint and full files/ website links to the CICA and
CICA/IFA. That CICA letter is at <Attachment 4>. I have advised the relevant individuals etc - recent
email exchanges with PwC Canada are at <Attachment 9>
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Workstreams 4B Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP/CCU) / Ontario Securities Commission
(OSC)
Dr Cable MP has written to me on 26 October 2011 and the further information required is being
completed for this referral. I anticipate that this will be completed and forwarded in December.
Workstream 5 Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) / European Aviation Safety agency (EASA)
With my email dated 19 September 2011 I attached the most recent letter from EASA 15 September
2011 which acknowledges that their current conclusions are similar to Brian’s understanding and all
the available documentation in September 2006 and now. You may recall that Mr Little provided you
with a copy of my letter to the CAA dated 24 January 2011 which, although the recent Employment
Tribunals (Constitution and Rules of Procedure) (Amendment) Regulations 2010 provided the ability
of the ET to refer to specific regulators, was unfortunately not retrospective and only applied to PIDA
claims lodged with an Employment Tribunal on or after 6 April 2010.
In the EASA letter on 15 September 2011 to me they stated that they would have their subject
matter expert’s review in more detail. On the 14 November 2011 the EASA Deputy Certification
Director confirmed their findings of fact and final conclusions. They record;
“Airbus has no tangible data or fact that may question the full life capability of the Exhaust System.
Therefore, Airbus confirms that there is no reduction of the original A340-500/600 exhaust design
life of 100.000 Fh.”
I have provided a copy of this email trail and in particular refer to Pages 1 - 4 of <Attachment 5>
Workstream 6 BIS / Companies Investigation Branch (CIB)
This follows up the MALUK £10m loan / equity swop. This was carried out after my constituent’s
termination in October 2006 and then asserted by Mr Dekker and certified by PinsentMasons LLP as
occurring on the 28 April 2005. Whilst this was not a Protected Disclosure it was a relevant
component in Mr Little’s disclosures about Magellan UK Doubtful solvency in August/September
2006. That investigation has been underway since May 2011. My latest correspondence with CIB is
at <Attachment 6> on the linkages with the SRA and ICAEW. This had been delayed as a result of my
constituent’s ill-health.
Workstream 7 Bar Standards Board (BSB) / Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA)
Mr and Mrs Little provided the Tribunal with copies of my correspondence with the BSB and SRA with
the pack delivered to the Tribunal and Mr Rae on 15 May 2011. Since Mr Little was not permitted
to carry out any work shortly thereafter, and concentrate on his health recovery, my parliamentary
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aide and I have been working with the preliminary paperwork and documentation for our complaints
to the BSB and SRA. Mr Little is currently reviewing the draft complaints and I expect they can be
formally (signed) by him next month. < Attachment 7> is some of the latest email trail exchanges
with the BSB and SRA regarding complaints documentation.
Concurrently Mr Little will be raising the subject of the Respondents conduct of this case since
January 2007 as it was a deferred item at Section 8 in his Closing Submissions. This was because it
was not included in the Employment Judge Walters template for the 175 Page Closing Submissions to
be compiled by both parties. We read that Mr Lynch QC took some 10 pages on the subject of
documents disclosure of 4 documents only in his Closing Submissions at Paragraphs 195 – 211
(pages 91 – 101)
Arising from my constituents case and broader research in to senior whistleblowing cases by my
parliamentary aide since mid 2010, in other matters of direct interest to my parliamentary interests ,
I am in on –going correspondence with Mr Djanogly MP, Mr Davey MP and Dr Cable MP on two
matters for future employment consultation and potential additions to legislation for whistleblowing
cases.
By no means exhaustive examples < Cornwall NHS trust loses appeal over John Watkinson (CEO
whistleblowing) case and “Swearing” Chief Executive Gary Walker fights NHS over dismissal and
yesterday’s SA Independent “Whistleblowers wary of reporting workplace crimes, PwC survey
finds”> ,
Thankyou. I plan to meet again with Mr and Mrs Little at my constituency surgery tomorrow and I
expect that Mr Little will be in contact directly very shortly.
Jim Shannon MP
DUP Member for Strangford
34a Frances Street
NEWTOWNARDS
BT23 7DN
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UPDATE

6 March 2012 - on part K of my website

Added line: 16 NOVEMBER 2011: I produced a response/submission to the “misconduct allegations”
Added 5 March 2012 : The final oral submissions Liability hearing took place in Bristol on Wednesday
29 February 2012. We were advised by the Judge at the conclusion that the panel were scheduling
to have the Judgment by the end of April 2012.
Mr Robert Toone - KBW Chambers

Mr Paul Moore - Moore Carter /HBOS whistleblower

The following documents have been submitted since 1 July 2011
My written Closing Submissions – 175 pages - on 1 July 2011 ( and I produced a
response/submission to the 56 “misconduct allegations”)
The written recap/rebuttal submission (1) by Mr Paul Moore – 21 February 2012

A chronology setting out the timing / documents associated with my whistleblowing / R allegations prepared by my Direct Access CFA barrister Mr Robert Toone on 21/26 February 2012

The written recap/rebuttal submission (2) by my barrister Mr Robert Toone – 21 February 2012
Extract of our submissions on PwC report – Part 6 - Mr Robert Toone – 21 February 2012

A Composite Protected Disclosure (PD ) schedule prepared by Mr Toone – 29 February/6 March 2012

The Oral submissions on 29 February 2012 by Mr Robert Toone. In relation to the PwC report/A340
these can be found at pages 10 - 15.
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